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COURTOF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

~c.a11tGFI tl~lnhlcf>x0t ~ /Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
qmfhra =arr 3az 3rferaRa rial,/Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

~~IGovernment of India
Case No: 13248/1022/2022

Complainant

Indar Kumar Yadav (
Assistant Manager, Central Bank srwa @
BIO, ATSU Region-Etawah [?
L'ttar Pradesh
Mobile No: 09304715804
Email: indrasensation@gmail.com

versus

Respondent

The ChiefGeneral Manager
Central Bank of India
Firs1: Floor, Central Bank oflndia Building 4~~
73, Hazratgany. Lucknow-2226001 +? l
Uttar Pradesh
Email: cm_luckL\)@cenlralbank.co.in

GIST OF COMPLAINT

The complainant has filed a complaint dated 02.05.2022 regarding his transfer to Kanpur city of

Kanpur region to attend duties of Care giver ofhis wife who is a person with 80% Locomotor disability.

2. The complainant has submitted that he was posted in branch of Kanpur region. The Zonal

Manager, Lucknow in the name of rotation,transferred his services from Kanpur to Etawah Region. The

complainant submitted that his lateral transfer from Kanpur to Etawah Region is in violation of extend

guidelines that an officer of age of more than 57 years are exempted from lateral rotation. The

complainant had requested Zonal Manager, Lucknow vide his request representation dated 16.08.2021

and reminder dated 25.10.2021 that he was exempted from lateral transfer as his age was more than 57

years. The complainant wife was also confined to bed from last five years. She is suffering from

Locomotor disabilit~i (80%), hence his lateral transfer order should be cancelled and he must be retained

in a branch of Kanpur city. The complainant further submitted that no heed was paid to his request and he

was relieved for ATSU branch of Etawah Region. The complainant has requested to this Court to give

direction to the bank to provide him immediate rehef and kindly pass necessary orders for his posting to

nearest office of Kanpur region from his residence.

3. The matter was taken up with the Respondent vide letter dated 30.05.2022 under Section 75 of

the RPwD) Act, 2016

4. Ir response, Chief Manager, Central Bank of India, DAD HRD Deptt. Zonal Office, Lucknow,

vide email dated 28.06.2022, has submitted the reply He has submitted that the complainant has joined

Central Bank of India as a clerk on 30.09.1982 and was placed at B/o Govind Nagar, Kanpur. The

complainant was promoted as Assistant Manager on l l.11.2013. Since joining of the bank on 30.09.1982

till 14.08.2021 the complainant was given posting in Kanpur Region, of which he was posted in different

branches at Kanpur region, of which his posting was at Kanpur station for over 37 years and 2 years in

rural area of Kanpur region In 2021 job rotation exercise was undertaken in which on 16.08.2021, for the
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first time the complainant was transferred out of Kanpur region and was posted in semi urban location

(Bio Ralh) under .lhansi region, however, he did not join at the transferred place. The complainant

represented the bank to place him near Kanpur as his wife is sick. Bank considered his request and vide

transfer order elated 21.09.2021 changed his posting. from B/o Rath (under Jhansi Region) to B/o Atsu

under Etawah Region While representing for change of posting he did not disclose that his wife is

locomotor disability. Nor he had certificate of disability on the date of submission of his representation.

The cl isabi lity certificate issued by the issuing medical authority is dated 21. l 0.2021, which is after the

date of his representation.

5. He further submitted that after Seven months of his posting at Atsu he has filed complaint for his

posting at Kanpur. In the complaint he has submitted that he is exempted from transfer as he over 57

years of age. The bank's policy in this regard, stated that "officers having left over service of three years

or less prior to superannuation may be retained in the same station but they shall be rotated periodically

from one branch / office to another branch/office, wherever possible" The most of the service period of

the complainant was posted at Kanpur region. For the first time he has been posted outside Kanpur region

but in a branch under Etawah region which is near to Kanpur region.

6. The complainant has filed the rejoinder reply vide email dated 11.07.2022. He has submitted that

he is not satisfied with the comments submitted by the respondent. The complainant once again requested

to CCPD Court to pass necessary orders for his posting to nearest office of Kanpur Region from his

residence.

7. Hearing: The case was heard va Video Conferencing by Commissioner for Persons with

Disabilities on 23.08.2022. The following were prese111:

i) Shri lndar Kumar Yadav: Complainant

ii) Shi Vibhas, DGM, (HIRD). Central Bank of India: Respondent

Observations /Recommendations:

8. Complainant submits that his wife is Divyangjan with 80% locomotor disability. He claims that

he is sole care taker of his wife. He was posted in Kanpur, later he was transfer to Etava. Complainant

submits that his wife is bed-ridden since last 5 years. Therefore, he seeks exemption from transfer.

Another reason given by the complainant is that only3 years of his service are left in the respondent

establishment. Therefore, he also seeks exemption on this ground.

9. Respondent submits that the Complainant was appointed in the respondent establishment on

30.09.1982. From the date of appointment ill 14.08.2021. he was kept posted in different branches of

Kanpur region. In 2021 for the first time, he was transferred out of Kanpur region and was posted in

Jhansi. Atter, his transfer he filed an application dated 21.09.2021 to change his posting from Jhansi to

Etava. In the application he did not inform the respondent about disability status of his wife. Later he filed

complaint before this court in which he filed disability certificate dated 21.10.2021. On his request he was

transferred from Jhansi to Etava which is very close to Kanpur. Respondent further submits that there is

no such policy in the respondent establishment to exempt such employees from transfer who have 3 years

of service left.

I 0. During on line hearing complainant informed this court that he is posted in Etava since last 1 year.

On further inquiry by this court, the complainant informed that due to disability condition and Medical

exigencies, his Diyang wife resides in Kanpur and it is not possible for her to shift to Etava along with
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the complainant. Because of this reason complainant is not able to take care of his Divyang wife who is

completely dependent upon the complainant.

1. The case of the complainant is squarely falls within the ambits of DoPT OM dated 08.10.2018.

This OM provides that government employees who serve as main care giver of dependent may be

exempted from exercise of routine transfer. The aim of this OM is to provide protection to Divyang

dependent of government employee so that the chain of necessary medical benefits does not get broken

because of transfer of the government employee.

12. This court recommends that the respondent shall exempt the complainant from transfer and

therefore, the respondent shall revoke Complainant's transfer from Kanpur to Jhansi and shall also revoke

complainant's transfer to Jhansi to Etava and post the complainant back to Kanpur, where his home is

situated.

13. Respondent shall also file the Compliance Report of this Recommendation Order within 3 months

from the date of this Recommendation failing which, this Court shall presume that the Respondent has not

implemented this Recommendation and the matter shall be reported to the Parliament.

I4. This case is disposed off.

(Upma Srivastava)
Chief Commissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 01 .12.2022
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Case No: 13335/1023/2022

Complainant: Shri K.K. Sasi
H.No. #1 __801_2, First Floor
"SAHANA' House, Bolwar Bial
Near Malaraya Temple, Bolwar
Puttur -- 574201, DK Dist Karnataka
E-mail: <sasikunju@yahoo.com> .e
1. Dr. Priya U.K., Scientist, Soil Science /i

Regional Station, ICAR-CPCRI Regional Station
Vittal Post- 574243, Bantwal Taluk, Dakshina

Respondent:

Kannada, Dist. - Karnataka

2crossers .«
Central Plantation Crops Research Institute ~f
Regional Station, ICAR-CPCRI Regional Station
Vittal Post -574243, Bantwal Taluk, Dakshina
Kannada, Dist. - Karnataka
E-mail: <headrsvittal.cpcri@icar.gov.in>

3. Dr. Anitha Karun
Acting Director ICAR CPCRI-Kudlu
Kasargod - 671124, Kerala

/

4. Dr. Elain Apshara, Principal Scientist
Regional Station, ICAR-CPCRI Regional Station f'$
Vittal Post- 574243, Bantwal Taluk, Dakshina n ~ (1
Kannada, Dist. -- Karnataka

Complainant: 50% locomotor disability

GIST of the Complaint:

The complainant Shri K.K. Sasi vide complaint dated 16.06.2022 has submitted that
presently he is working at Central Plantation Crop Research Institute (CPCRI), Regional
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Station Vittal as Assistant Finance and Accounts Officer since 16.06.2010. He further
submitted that during his course of duties, he had come across various corrupt practices,
irregularities adopted by the workers in the Department at Regional level, therefore, he used

to condemn the same and used to forth with report the same to the Head of the Institution
without any hesitation. This has been created high displeasure to the Higher ups and
superiors. During 2017 while observing electricity theft and bill tampering, CPCRI
transferred him to another station. He approached Hon'be Central Administrative Tribunal
and Hon'ble CAT quashed the malafide transfer order. During 2019-20, he was observed
the irregular sale of Farm produce and later ESI EPF irregularities. As a part of vengeance,
CPCRI transferred him once again on 12.11.2020 to CPCRI RS Kayamgulam under
pending disciplinary proceedings. Since the transfer order was challenged in CAT the office
cooked a fabricated Sexual harassment complaint. Acting Director used the fabricated
Sexual Harassment complaint as tool for Transfer case and suppressed fabricated Sexual
Harassment complaint for two months without giving to ICC. On inquiry by CPCRI ICC, it

was clearly exposed the fact and detailed report was submitted to Acting Director by
returning the complaint as in valid and time bar and have no iota truth. Prayer of the
complainant are:

• take action against Respondent No. 1to 4 at the earliest as per the provision of
Disability Act 2016, since Respondent No. 2 & 3 is retiring by August 2022 & October
2022.

• Insist a detailed inquiry by ICAR the Apex Authority of CPCRI at the earliest under
provision of Disability Act 2016.

• to enquire the deprivation of right of the complainant by respectfully and recommend
appropriate Departmental action against Respondent No. 1 to 4.

• Instruct ICAR to issue necessary order to ensure action against Respondents No. 1
to 4 taken with copy of compliance.

• direct to ICAR take action against Respondent No. 1 Dr. Priya UK as per the Section
14 of SHWWP Act 2013 against lodging fabricated Sexual Harassment Case.

• take action against false witness Sr. T.J. Sajhi UDC as per the Section 14 of
SHWWP Act 2013 against false witness for fabricated Sexual Harassment Case as
per the Section 14-of SHWWP Act 2013 against false witness for fabricated Sexual
Harassment Case.



• appropriate relief for the mental harassment, financial loss and defamation created
by Respondent No. 1 to 4.

• to take action against the officer who denied/delayed the ICC report to complainant

for getting relief from CAT

2. The matter was taken up with the Respondent vide letter dated 01.07.2022 under
Section 75 of the RPwD Act, 2016

3. The Respondent No. 1 vide letter dated 09.08.2022 has filed the reply inter-alia
submitting that the allegation levelled against her by the complainant is misinterpretation of
actual facts. She further submitted that she had given a written complaint against the
complainant after facing many situations in which complainant either scared or questioned
the competency and integrity in working. She failed to give a written complaint in the
stipulated time since she was unmarried then with responsibility of taking care of her
parents and moreover she was conscious and scared of the social stigma involved. Even
through she tried to avoid confrontation with the said officer, his attitude was not changing
and was even becoming worse. In her complaint she had requested the Director to take
necessary action so that the officer with restrain from such activities in future.

4. Acting Head, ICAR, Regional Station, Vittal, Karnataka (Respondent No.02) vide
letter dated 10.08.2022 inter-alia has submitted that majority of the paragraphs of his
complaints are in respect of a sexual harassment complaint raised by Dr. U.K. Priya. Since
the said complaint is an individual and private complaint, in the interest of natural justice,
Dr. U.K. Priya has been directed to file a separate reply to CCPD with a copy to Shri K.K.
Sasi. He further submitted that a preliminary inquiry was conducted against Shri K.K. Sasi
and it was found that prima facie there is a case to proceed against him. A Charge-Sheet
has been issued and disciplinary proceedings has initiated against Shri K.K. Sasi under
Rule 14 of CCS (CCA) Rules, 1965 as extended to the employees of ICAR. The main
articles of the charges are (i) Improper maintenance of main cashbook of ICAR -- CPCRI
Regional Station, Vittal and reconciliation of the Bank Scroll for the year 2019 - 20 (ii)
Failure to maintain GPF ledger and GPF Broad sheets properly which is the basic duties for
finance and accounts officer. (iii) Misbehavior with many of his colleagues and (iv)
Inappropriate medical reimbursement.



5. The Respondent No. 02 further submitted that since the issues mentioned in the
charge sheet are under purview of a quasi judicial authority, it may be improper to argue

about the merits of the same. It is however, pointed out that the sexual harassment charges
levelled by Dr. U.K. Priya are not the part of the charge sheet. The complainant did not
mentioned anything about the other charges levelled against him. He further submitted that
many of the allegations of corrupt practices mentioned by Shri K.K. Sasi were not actually
corruption as explained in the succeeding paragraphs. Instead, such allegations can be

construed as attempt (s) made by Shri K.K. Sasi to intimidate and harass the officials. Shri

K.K. Sasi is defaming many officers of the CPCRI without any substance or proof.

6. Complainant vide rejoinder dated 23.08.2022 has reiterated his grievance and

submitted that he filed the complainant against Respondent No. 1 to 4 in their personal
capacity, so each of the respondent has to file their reply to the complaint. The reply
submitted by the Acting Head is only that of Respondent 2. The Hon'ble Court may direct
each of the respondent to file their respective reply to the complaint. He further submitted
that the harassment against the complainant is not an isolated one. He is being targeted for

long by the higher ups in the Institute and has mentioned some incidents.

7. After considering the respondents' replies and the complainant's rejoinder dated

23.08.2022, it was decided to hold a personal hearing in the matter and therefore, the case
was listed for personal hearing on 22.11.2022.

Hearing: The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Chief Commissioner for Persons
with Disabilities on 22.11.2022. The following were present in the hearing:

• Shri Satheesh V.A. Adv. for complainant

• Bhadrakumari, Adv. with Shri C.T. Josh on behalf of respondents for Respondent
No. 01, Respondent No. 03 & Respondent No. 04.

• Ms. Rajashree P, Advocate with Ms. Priya, U.K. for Respondent No. 02

Observation/Recommendations:

8. The complainant submitted that presently he is working at Central Plantation Crop
Research Institute (CPCRI), Regional Station Vittal as Assistant Finance and Accounts
Officer since 16.06.2010. He further submitted that during his course of duties, he had come
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across various corrupt practices, irregularities adopted by the employees in the Department
at Regional level, therefore, he used to report such incidences to the Head of the Institution.
In 2017 when he reported similar incidence of electricity theft and bill tampering, CPCRI
transferred him to another station. He approached Hon'ble Central Administrative Tribunal
and Hon'ble CAT quashed the malafide transfer order.

9. During 2019-20, he observed the irregular sale of Farm produce and later ESI EPF
irregularities. As a part of vengeance, CPCRI transferred him once again on 12.11.2020 to
CPCRI RS Kayamgulam under pending disciplinary proceedings. The Complainant alleges
that this time Acting Director used the fabricated sexual harassment complaint as tool for
transfer case and the inquiry was referred to ICC after two months. After inquiry by ICC,
detailed report was submitted to Acting Director by returning the complaint as time barred.
Complainant prays before this Court to take action against the woman employee who filed
the Complaint of sexual harassment and other officers of the Respondent establishment.

10. The Respondent No. 1 who is the woman who filed Complaint of Sexual
Harassment, submitted that the allegation levelled against her by the complainant is
misinterpretation of actual facts. She further submitted that she had given a written
complaint against the complainant after facing many situations in which complainant either
scared or questioned the competency and integrity in working. She failed to give a written
complaint in the stipulated time since she was unmarried at that time and had responsibility
of taking care of her parents and moreover she was conscious and scared of the social
stigma involved. Even through she tried to avoid confrontation with the said officer, his
attitude was not changing and was even becoming worse. In her complaint she had

requested the Director to take necessary action so that the officer with restrain from such
activities in future.

11. Respondent further submits that inquiry is pending against the Complainant with
respect to some acts of misconduct. It was found that prima facie there is a case to proceed
against him. A Charge-Sheet has been issued and disciplinary proceedings has initiated
against Shri K.K. Sasi under Rule 14 of CCS (CCA) Rules, 1965 as extended to the
employees of ICAR The main articles of the charges are (i) Improper maintenance of main
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cashbook of ICAR -- CPCRI Regional Station, Vittal and reconciliation of the Bank Scroll for
the year 2019- 20 (ii) Failure to maintain GPF ledger and GPF Broad sheets properly
which is the basic duties for finance and accounts officer. (iii) Misbehavior with many of his
colleagues and (iv) Inappropriate medical reimbursement.

12. Respondent No. 2 further submitted that since that issues mentioned in the charge
sheet are under purview of a quasi-judicial authority, it may be improper to argue about the
merits of the same. It is however, pointed out that the sexual harassment charges levelled

by Dr. U.K. Priya are not the part of the charge sheet. The complainant did not mention
anything about the other charges levelled against him. He further submitted that many of the
allegations of corrupt practices mentioned by Shri K.K. Sasi were not actually corruption as
explained in the succeeding paragraphs. Instead, such allegations can be construed as
attempt (s) made by Shri K.K. Sasi to intimidate and harass the officials. Shri K.K. Sasi is
defaming many officers of the CPCRI without any substance or proof.

13. The main issue of the Complainant is that the Respondents must be punished for

conducting inquiry on charges of Sexual Harassment, which he claims that it was false. The
same is not valid. With respect to inquiry which is pending, it is not appropriate to interfere.

14. The case is disposed off.

(Upma Srivastava)
hief Commissioner for

Persons with Disabilities
Dated: 01.12.2022
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Case No: 13371/1024/2022

Complainant: Shri Ashok Kumar Singh
Rajender Nagar Madhubani
Purnia, Bihar - 854301
Mob: 09709473830

Respondent: The Commissioner
Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti
8 - 15, Institutional Area, Sector - 62
Noida, Uttar Pradesh - 201307
Email: <ace3.nvshq@navodaya.nic.in>

Complainant: 55% locomotor disability

GIST of the Complaint:
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2. The matter was taken up with the Respondent vide letter dated 28.07.2022 under
Section 75 of the RPwD Act, 2016.

3. Assistant Commissioner (Estt.3), Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti, Uttar Pradesh vide
letter dated 14.09.2022 has inter-alia submitted that Shri Ashok Kumar Singh applied for his
double transport allowance on 03.12.2011 which has been forwarded through Principal,
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JNV, Araria, Bihar on 03.12.2011 without recommendation of the Head of the Orthopaedics
Department. The same could not be considered. The Principal, JNV, Araria, Bihar was
directed to send the application after fulfilling all the conditions as laid down in the OM dated
19.02.2014 of Ministry of Finance, Department of Expenditure. Upon his submission of the
required documents, double transport allowance was sanctioned to Shri Ashok Kumar
Singh, Music Teacher, JNV, Araria, Bihar vide order dated 25.02.2020 which was effective

from 28.12.2019, the date on which Head of Orthopedics Department has certified and
accordingly his payment has been released with effect from 28.12.2019. The respondent

further submitted that the double Transport Allowance was sanctioned on 25.02.2020 w.e.f.
28.12.2019, hence, the question of arrears pending from 2012 does not arises as requested
by Shri Ashok Kumar Singh, Music Teacher.

5. The above reply was forwarded to the complainant on 26.09.2022 for submission of
his comments/rejoinder but till date no response has been received.

6. After considering the respondent's reply dated 14.09.2022 and the complainant's
complaint dated 19.05.2022, it was decided to hold a personal hearing in the matter and
therefore, the case was listed for personal hearing on 15.11.2022.

Hearing: The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Chief Commissioner for Persons
with Disabilities on 15.11.2022. The following were present in the hearing:

• Shri Ashok Kumar Singh - complainant

• Shri Vikram Joshi, Dy. Commissioner on behalf of respondent

Observation/Recommendations:

7. Complainant submits that he applied for Transport Allowance at Double the normal
rate in 2011. Till 2019 no decision was taken by the Respondent. In 2019 Transport
Allowance at double the normal rates was issued in favor of the Complainant. He claims
that arrears of Double TA should be issued to him for period 2011 till 2019.

8. Respondent submits that the Complainant's application for issuing transport
allowance at double the normal rates was received in 2011. However, the same was

1-
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forwarded without recommendations of the Head of the Orthopedics department. As per
Department of Expenditure OM dated 19.02.2014, in case of Locomotor Disability, Double
TA can only be issued after receiving recommendations of head of Orthopedics department.
On later date the Complainant forwarded the requisite documents and thereafter Double TA
was issued in his favor on 25.02.2022 with effect from 28.12.2019.

9. During online hearing, Complainant submitted that he could not submit the
recommendation of Head of Orthopedics department on time because, the post was vacant
in the hospital situated in his home town. Respondent submitted that the Complainant was
adequately guided to approach the appropriate authorities.

10. This Court is inclined to conclude that submissions of the Respondent is correct. As
per Department of Expenditure guidelines issued in 1978 and 2014, recommendation of
Head of Orthopedics department was necessary in order to obtain Double TA in cases of
Locomotor Disability. The complainant should have obtained the recommendations from
any other station close to his hometown. Fortunately, recently on 15.09.2022 DoE issued
new guidelines according to which no such recommendation of head of department is
required. But this Court cannot recommend to give effect to these new guidelines from
retrospective date. Intervention of this Court in the present Complaint is not warranted.

11. The case is disposed off.

(Upma Srivastava)
Chief Commissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 01.12.2022
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Case No: 13348/1021/2022

Complainant: Shri Subhash Chandra Vashishth
Advocate
E-mail: <subhashcvashishth@gmail.com>

Respondent: 1. The Chairman
State Bank of India, State Bank Bhawan
Madam Gama Road, Nariman Point Mumbai - 400021
E-mail: <dmd.cdo@sbi.co.in>

(

2. DMD COO
State Bank of India
E-mail: <dmd.cdo@sbi.co.in>

3. DGM Industrial Relations
State Bank of India
E-mail: <dgm.ir@sbi.co.in>

GIST of the Complaint:

$662

The complainant Shri Subhash Chandra Vashishth, Advocate filed a complaint dated

03.07.2022 on behalf of Visually Impaired Bank Employees Welfare Association (VIBEWA)

challenging the impugned promotion policy issued by State Bank of India on 21.01.2022 to

the grades of SMGS-IV and SMGs V(2022-23) being discriminatory to persons with visual

impairment.

2. He has submitted that VIBEWA is an association of visually impaired people working

in the banking, insurance and other financial sectors in India and it is the first association in

the country formed exclusively for the empowerment and welfare of visually impaired

employees in the banking and other financial sectors. It is represented by Mr. Himanshu

Sahu, General Secretary, who has been duly authorized to represent the organization in the

present matter through advocate/legal counsel.
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3. He further submitted that the VIBEWA challenges the impugned Promotion Policy

issued by the State Bank of India on 21/01/2022 to the grades of SMGS IV and SMGS V

2022-23 bringing in marks for branch experience, mandatory branch manager assignment,

credit assignments etc. for persons with vision disabilities thereby discriminating against
visually impaired officials on the basis of their disability.

4. He has requested to pass recommendations to the following effects:

a) Exempting visually impaired officials from the marks assigned to branch

experience in promotions to SMGS IV and SMGS Vin arriving at final merit
list, as a reasonable accommodation.

b) Exempting visually impaired officials from mandatory assignments in arriving

at final merit list for all promotions, similar to exemption from RUSU
assignment, as a reasonable accommodation.

c) To identify roles/ jobs that are performed by visually impaired officials and

count the jobs/ work experience of visually impaired officers relating to

marketing, recoveries, digital promotions, HR, training, research, monitoring

and follow up etc. as equivalent to the current mandatory assignment

introduced by the impugned policy with respect to vision impaired employees,
as a reasonable accommodation.

d) In respect of any visually impaired official who is eligible for promotion to

SMGS IV and SMGS V in the promotion year 2022- 23, the respondent needs

to exclude the mandatory branch manager/credit assignment and reconsider

the candidature of such officials for the purpose of arriving at the final merit

list. The final merit of such an official be arrived at excluding the marks for

branch experience by normalizing their score to 100 by the marks they have

scored out of 95.

5. The matter was taken up with the Respondent vide letter dated 13.07.2022 under
Section 75 of the RPwD Act, 2016

6. Respondent vide letter dated 02.08.2022 has inter-alia submitted that the Bank is not

only sensitive and committed to the cause of empowering the persons with disabilities but is
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fully cognizant of its responsibility towards persons with disabilities and thus framed an

Equal Opportunity Policy for persons with disabilities (2021 - 2024). Respondent further

submitted that the promotion policy of the Bank dated 21.01.2022 to the grades of SMGS IV

and SMGS V for 2022 - 23 is in line with Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016.

Respondent further submitted that Bank's Promotion Policy and the conditions thereat do

not violate any provisions of the Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016 as alleged in

the complaint and the Policy does not discriminate against any person with disability on the

ground of their disability and rather treats them on equal footing with other employees. The

Bank's Policy does not deprive any person with disability of their personal liberty on ground

of their disability and that the Policy does not discriminate against any person with disability

in any matter of employment or deny promotion to any person with disability on the ground

of the disability. The allegation made in the complaint is not correct and therefore, the relief

prayed therein are unreasonable and unjustified.

7. After considering the respondent's reply dated 02.08.2022 and the complainant's

rejoinder dated 23.09.2022, it was decided to hold a personal hearing in the matter and

therefore, the case was listed for personal hearing on 27.10.2022 but due to administrative

exigency, hearing re-scheduled on 01.11.2022.

Hearing: The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Chief Commissioner for Persons

with Disabilities on 01.11.2022. The following were present in the hearing:

• Shri Himanshu Sahu, Shri Rajesh Asudani, Shri Krishnamurthy alongwith Shri

Subhash Chandra Vashishth, Advocate - complainant

• Advocate Abhijeet Joshi and Shri Shailesh, AGM on behalf of respondent

Observation/Recommendations:

8. Complainant has challenged the promotion policy of the respondent establishment.

Complainant submits that the respondent establishment has framed new promotion policy

and notified it on 21.01.2022. The policy relates to the promotion to the grades of SMGS-IV

and SMGS-V. Complainant alleges that this promotion policy is discriminatory with

Divyangjan with Visual Impairment. Complainant submits that as per promotion policy marks

for 'branch experience', 'mandatory branch manager assignment' and 'credit assignment'
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will be taken into account while considering the promotion. As per the complainant this is

discrimination with Divyangjan with Visual Impairment because in order to perform these

mandatory assignments functionality of vision is essential and it is technically impossible for

a Divyangjan with 100% Visual Impairment to perform such assignments. This will result

into a situation where divyang employees with Visual Impairment will be automatically

excluded from the promotion posts.

9. Further, the complainant submits that the impugned promotion policy provides for

5% weightage in the form of marks with respect to work experience in branches. This is also

discrimination with Divyangjan with Visual Impairment because majority of such Divyangjan

are posted in establishment offices such as Regional Offices, Zonal Office, credit

processing cells etc. Such situation will also result in discrimination with Visual Impairment

divyangjan because such employees will automatically loose 5 marks at the very beginning

itself.

10. Respondent refuted the claim that the promotion policy is discriminatory with

diyangjan with Visual Impairment and provided justification behind the promotion policy.

Respondent submitted that the provisions of mandatory assignments were introduced

because such assignments provide the officers adequate operational and managerial

exposure in order to enable them perform higher responsibilities in higher scales. Similarly,

on the issue of awarding 5 marks, the respondent submits that it is to encourage the

employees to take up work in branch so that they can equip themselves with wide

experience. Respondent further, submits that the bank also provides employees with

various assistive devices to enable them to discharge other duties effectively.

11. During online hearing this court enquired from the complainant as to why visual

impaired divyang employees cannot perform branch assignment, performance of which are

mandatory in order to be considered for promotion. Complainant informed this court that

functions related to branch manager are such that they cannot be performed by Divyangjan

with visual impairment without assistance of any other employee. For instance transaction

of big amount has to be approved by branch manager. This function is such that it cannot

be completed without assistance of other employee. Unavoidable intervention of other

employee in completion of task automatically puts divyang employee in vulnerable situation

in which high probability of commission of fraud exists.
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%, purher, this court enquired the procedure which existed before this impugned

promotion policy came into effect. Respondent informed this court that prior to the impugned

policy requirement of operational assignment was not there.

13. Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016 provides for equality in employment. It

is certain that intention of the statute is that no policy can be framed which is discriminatory

with divyang employees. As far as present promotion policy is concerned this court is

inclined to conclude that the fact that marks for branch experience, mandatory branch

manager assignment, credit assignment will be taken into account while considering the

promotion will indeed exclude Divyangjan with Visual Impairment because these functions

cannot be performed by such employees in independent capacity. These functions can only

be performed with assistance of other employees. Such a policy will leave divyang

employees with Visual Impairment in situation where they will either be dependent upon

mercy of other employees of whom they are taking assistance of or else it will be impossible

for them to perform such functions in individual capacity and hence they will never be

considered to promotion to the posts of SMGS-IV and SMGS-V. The impugned promotion

policy excludes divyang employees with Visual Impairment hence, such a policy must be

done away with or reasonable accommodation for visually impaired should be provided for
in the policy.

14. In order to remove this exclusion following points are recommended to the

Respondent -:

a) In case of divyangjan with Visual Impairment similar weightage in marks should

be given to them for performing some other functions which they can be easily

performed in individual capacity and without exposing themselves to

unnecessary risk.

b) Complainant in its rejoinder has given list of various posts. Functions associated

with such posts can be performed by divyangjan with Visual Impairment in

individual capacity. Hence, Respondent is recommended to consider

performance of divyang employees with Visual Impairment holding such posts

while evaluating them for promotion, instead of considering 'branch experience',

'mandatory branch manager assignment' and 'credit assignment'.

c) Accordingly, the policy should be reviewed to prevent exclusion and provide

reasonable accommodation for giving them equal opportunity in promotion.
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•15. Respondent is directed to submit the Compliance Report of this Order within 3

months from the date of this Order. In case the Respondent fails to submit the Compliance

Report within 3 months from the date of the Order, it shall be presumed that the

Respondent has not complied with the Order and the issue will be reported to the

Parliament in accordance with Section 78 of Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016.

16. The case is disposed off.

(Upma Srivastava)
Chief Commissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 01.12.2022
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Case No: 13324/1023/2022

Complainant: Shri Tarak NaU1 Bera
Village- Baidibardl PO-· Mohadok
Dist. - Purba MidnaP.ur - 721634
Ph:09732693446

-

Respondent: The Secretary
Department of Posts
Oak Bhawan, Sansad Marg, New Delhi-110001 - Ko69
E-mail: <secretary-posts@indiapost.gov.in>

Complainant: 40% hearing impairment

GIST of the Complaint:

The complainant Shri Tarak Nath Bera vide complaint dated 17.06.2022 has

submitted that he is working as Mail Carriers (GDSMC) in Haridaspur Branch, Post Office,

Tamluk Sub Division. He further submitted that without issuing any show cause notice and

without giving any opportunity of hearing, his salary for the month of May, 2022 was

stopped by the Assistant Superintendent of Posts (ASPO), Tamluk Sub Division. He alleged
that he has repeatedly requested to tile above officer for releasing of salary but he neither

take any action nor released the salary.

2. The matter· was taken up with the Respondent vide letter dated 28.06.2022 under

Section 75 of the RPwD Act, 2016

3. Assistant Director General {PE-I & SCT)i D~partment of Posts vide letter dated
)

18.08.2022 has inter-alia submittE:d that the subject matter was inquired through Concerned

Postal Circle i.e. West Bengal Postal Circle. It has been informed that Time Related
Continuity Allowance (TRCA) was withheld vide ASPO, Tamluk Division vide letter dated

7
Jk,

·--------·-··-·•--·----
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26.04.2022 for violating the orders of the Competent Authority for non-carrying out

combination duty/additional duty of mail carriage. Now ASPOs, Tamluk Division has been

instructed the Postmaster, Tamluk Head Post Office to release his Time Related Continuity

Allowance (TRCA) from the month of May, 2022 vide letter dated 27.07.2022 and the same

has been released on 03.08.2022. Further, the Postmaster General (PMG), South Bengal
Region has been requested to inquire into the matter.

4. The complainant vide letter dated 29.08.2022 has informed that his due salaries has

been paid by the Department. He has requested for interest on the due salaries and

compensation money of Ten Lakhs for illegal harassment and mental agony.

5. After considering the respondent's reply dated 13.08.2022 and the complainant's
rejoinder dated 29.08.2022, it was decided to hold a personal hearing in the matter and

therefore, the case was listed for personal hearing on 20.10.2022 but due to administrative

exigency, hearing re-scheduled to 15.11.2022

Hearing: The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Chief Commissioner for Persons
with Disabilities on 15.11.2022. The following were present in the hearing:

» Sri Tarak Nath Bera - complainant

• Sri Tarun Mittal, DOG; Sri Asit Kumar, Sr. Superintendent on behalf of respondent

Observation/Recommendations:

6. Complainant submits that the Respondent establishment stopped his allowance for
the month of May, 2022 without giving any show-cause notice or without giving any

reasons.

7. Respondent admitted that the 'Time Related Continuity Allowance' ('TRCA') for the
t

month of May, 2022 was stopped because the Complainant violated the orders of the

competent authority for performing additional duty of mail carriage.Further, it is submitted

that later Tamluk Head Post Office was ordered to release TRCA for the month of May,

2022. The same was released on 03.08.2022 in favor of the Complainant.

8. Complainant has filed its rejoinder and submitted that he has received TRCA for the

month of May,2022, however he claims that he should be given Rs. 10 Lakh compensation

for mental harassment.
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9. As far as Complainant's claim of compensation for mental harassment is concerned,
this Court is not inclined to interfere in the issue. During online hearing, Respondent
informed this Court that the Complainant is claiming another allowance namely, 'Transport

Allowance'. Respondent submits that 'Transport Allowance' is not paid to any GOS, hence it
, is also not paid to the Complainant.

10. This Court is satisfied with the Reply of the Respondent. Main issue raised by the

Complainant has now been settled. Further interference of this Court in the present
Complaint is not warranted.

11. The case is disposed off.

Dated: 01.12.2022

J -)(/ f, / -lj,, •fa..--sf
f ! (Upma Srivastava)

Chief Commissioner for
Persons with Disabilities
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flaminua rufqaur fqa/ Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
amTfhra ara 3it 3pf@rarfa iaau / Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

77dal/Govemment of India

Case N0.13365/1 141/2022

Complainant:

Shri Krishna Kumar Gupta,
Rio Q.No.2B, Block-64, Sector-2.
DIZ Area, Kali Bari Marg,
New Delhi-110001; Email: krishnagupta.che@gmail.com; Mobile:
84472202275

Respondents:

(1) The Chairman & Managing Director,
Indian Railway Catering & Tourism Corporation (IRCTC),
B 148, 11th Floor, Statesman House,
Barakhamba Road, New Delhi-1 10001; Email: cmd@irctc.com

(2) The Chief Executive Officer,
Spice Jet Ltd..
3 19. Udyog Vihar,
Phase IV, Gurugram,
Haryana-122016;
Emai l: custrelations@spicejet.com.
Phone: 0124- 4983410: 7101600

K36?

Affected Person: The complainant. a person with 80% Locomotor Disability
(Above knee amputation of Right Lower Limb)

1. Gist of Complaint:

l .1 The complainant filed a complaint dated 11.07.2022 regarding non-refund of
total cancelled tickets amount of the Air Tickets booked through IRCTC for a flight
from Spice Jet.

1.2 The complainant had booked through IRCTC the Air Tickets for availing All
India LTC for the block year 2018-21 (extendable to 31.12.2022) for the period from
11.05.2022 to 15.05.2022 amounting to Rs.67652/- of Spice Jet. As per complainant,
before proceeding on LTC tour, his grandmother expired on 29.04.2022 and he could
not avail the LTC. In the compel ling circumstances, the tickets were
cancelled. Thereafter, he made a request through email on 03.05.2022 to IRCTC to
credit the refund amount in his account vide which the tickets were booked. He
further submitted that IRCTC vide email dated 05.05.2022 had furnished an invoice
dated 05.05.2022 calculating the total amount of refund as Rs. 25644/- which was
later revised by IRCTC through Invoice No.2 l 22ACDL20324 70 dated 12.05.2022

(C,ontd.... Page-2)
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and confirmed vide email dated 19.05.2022 that an amount of Rs.36814/- would be
refunded to him. Thereafter, he received only Rs.26644/- only in two installments
which was not as per the above invoice. He had requested the IRCTC to credit the
difference amount Rs.10,170/-.

1.3 As suggested by the IRCTC, he consulted the Spice Jet who informed him
that their company had refunded Rs.29644/- in two installments (Rs.12540/- +
Rs.17104/-) on 30.04.2022. However, he was refunded only Rs.26644/- out of
RS.29644/-. Complainant has alleged that IRCTC deliberately put the matter
unattended all the time and harassed him. He prayed that the respondents may be
directed to credit the difference amount by settling the issue.

2. Submissions made by the Respondents:

2.1 IRCTC (Respondent No.I) filed their reply received on 13.09.2022 and inter-
alia submitted that on 29.03.2022 the complainant had booked air ticket for 06
passengers for travel date 11.05.2022 for Sector New Delhi to Bagdogra in Spice Jet
Ltd. SG-8903 vide PNR No.G92FUF. The return ticket was booked for travel dated
15.05.2022 for sector Bagdogra to New Delhi in Spice Jet Ltd. SG-8199 vide PNR
No.XHJW6X.

(a) The total amount paid by the complainant for onward journey: Rs. 29,740

(6 Pax Rs.4590/- + Rs.2200/- Seat charges)

(b) The total amount paid for Return Journey:

(6 Pax Rs.5484 + Rs.2200 Seat charges)

(c) IRCTC convenience charges INR 59 per passenger:

Per Sector (i.e. 6 pax 2 Sector = Rs.708/-)

(d) The total amount paid to IRCTC by the complainant:

Rs.35,104

Rs. 708

Rs.65,552

(e) The fare for Onward Sector was initially increased by Rs.2100/- which was
paid by the complainant under IRCTC Additional Payment Transaction ID
2007832259. But while issuing the ticket, actual fare was increased by
Rs.800/- only. Therefore, extra additional amount of Rs.1300/- (Rs.2100
Rs.800 = Rs.1300/-) received by IRCTC was refunded to the complainant on
16.08.2022 vide refund settlement ID 2712920816223157.

2.2 The Respondent No. I further submitted that the total amount paid against
ticket to Spice Jet was Rs.65,644/- (i.e. Rs.30540/- for Onward Sector + Rs.35,104/
for Return Sector. The cancellation charges were applied Rs.3000/- per passenger

(Contd .... Page-3)
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(i.e. Rs.3000/- 6 Pax 2 Sector = Rs.36,000/-) and Rs.250/- per passenger per
Sector as Cancellation Penalty to IRCTC (i.e. Rs.250/- * 12 = Rs.3000/-). Thus, the
total Cancellation charges applied were Rs.39,000/-. Hence, the total Refund amount
came to Rs.65,644-- 39000 = Rs.26,644/- which was refunded to the complainant in
02 installments i.e. Rs.11040 + Rs.15604 = Rs.26,644/-. The said amount
Rs.26,644/- has been admitted to be received by the petitioner.

2.3 The Respondent No. I has also submitted that due to system error an email
was sent to the complainant conveying to him that the total amount of refund on his
tickets amount to Rs.36,814/-.

2.4 Spice Jet (Respondent No.2 filed their reply dated 22.08.2022 and inter-alia
submitted that the complaint filed by the complainant is not maintainable as the same
has been filed just to extract unjustified money from the answering Respondent No.2
and as such the same is liable to be dismissed. On 30.04.2022 the complainant had
cancelled both the tickets, and an amount ofRs.12,540/- and Rs.17, l 04/- respectively
were refunded to the Respondent No.1 through whom the tickets were booked after
deducting Rs.18,000/- each towards the cancellation charges as per the terms and
conditions of travel. The said amount had been remitted/refunded to the complainant
through the travel agent on 30.04.2022.

3. Submissions made in Rejoinder:

The replies of the respondents were sent to the complainant for submission of
rejoinder. Despite lapse of statutory lime, no rejoinder was received from the
complainant.

4. Observation/Recommendations:

4.1 The replies filed by the respondents are satisfactory and the acts of the
respondents do not appear to be discriminatory to the rights of a person with
disability. Hence, no further intervention is warranted in this matter.

4.2 Accordingly the case is disposed off.

Dated: 09.12.2022
(Upma Srivastava)

Chief Commissioner
Persons with Disabilities
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f4amiturr vvrfquaur fqaT/Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
amtfra =mu 3jt 3rferarfa riaa/Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

7a aN/Government of India

Case No.12970/1101/2021

Complainant:

(1)

(2)

Mis Kanchan Pamnani.
Advocate & Solicitor
Office: 9, Suleman Chambers, Battery Street,
Mumbai-40003 9
Email: kanchanpamnani@gmail.com:,

Shri Rahul Bajaj, SRF,
Vidhi Centre for Legal Policy, New Delhi
Rio 4418/21, Near Chota Taj Bagh,
Raghuji Nagar, Nagpur -- 440009.
Mobile: 91 9890281068
Email: rahul.bajaj I 038@gmail.com

K36062

Respondents:

(1)

(2)

(3)

The Chairman,
Central Board ofDirect Taxes CBDT).. (3602
North Block, NewDelhi- I I 0002
Email: chairmancbdt@nic.in

The Chief Executive Officer,
Infosys Ltd., Plot No.44/97-A, 3" Cross. K360]
Electronic City, Hosur Road, Bengaluru-560100;
Email: salil/parekh@infosys.com

The Secretary.
Department ofRevenue,
Ministry of Finance,
North Block, New Delhi-110001
Email: rsecy@nic.in

Affected Persons: Persons with Visual Impairment

l. Gist of Complaint:

l. I The complainants, both person with I 00% Visual Impairment, filed their
complaints regarding inaccessihility of the new Income Tax E-filing Portal.

1.2 The Complainants submitted that the Income Tax E- filing Portal was
accessible for many years and the Visually Impaired could file their own Returns
and check the status etc. themselves (without assistance of third person) until
recently. The current Income Tax e-filing portal cannot be accessed using the
screen reading software. Some of the issues that they are facing include:

(Page 1 of 6)
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() Post login, the screen reader is unable to interact with the DOM
meaningfully, which is why, the navigation elements are not presented
properly.

(2) Menus and Submenus are not semantically marked up so the screen
reader does not indicate them as such.

(3) Structure of the website is missing therefore, headings, paragraphs
etc are not visible to the screen reader.

(4) An Accessible website has become inaccessible.

1.3 The complainants sought the following reliefs:

(1) The Income Tax E- filing Portal should be made accessible to the
Visually impaired tax payers

(2) Respondent No. 1 should be directed to take the requisite steps in a
time bound manner not being later than 15 December 2021 to make its
existing E-Filing Portal in conformity with Guidelines for Indian
Government Websites (Revised Edition, Includes Apps) 2018 and ensure
that all modifications are accessible for visually impaired users at all times;

(3) Respondent Nos. 1 & 3 should be directed to setup an effective
mechanism in a time bound manner not being later than 2 months to ensure
compliance with accessibility standards by all the establishments (as such
term is defined under the Act) coming under its purview through regular
and continuing appropriate reporting, disclosure or otherwise;

(4) Respondent Nos. 1 &3 should be directed to submit a report about
steps taken towards accessibility of its E-Filing Portal immediately along
with an accessibility audit report to be performed by the subject matter
experts on accessibility;

(5) Respondent Nos. 1 &3 should be directed to ensure compliance of
accessibility standards by all regulated entities coming under its
jurisdiction;

(6) Respondent No 2 should be directed to:

1. train their staff regularly on accessibility guidelines and modify the
E- Filing Portal;

n1. ensure that all updates are accessible to visually impaired persons;

(7) The Office of the Chief Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities
should co-ordinate with the other Ministries and regularly inspect the E
Filing Portal and issue guidelines to other Ministries and for compliance
with accessibility standards in a time-bound manner;

(8) Respondent Nos. l and 2 should be penalized for non-compliance of
the Rights of Persons With Disabilities Act, 2016, the Rights of Persons
With Disabilities Rules, 2017 and Guidelines for Indian Government
Websites (Revised edition, includes Apps), 2018 and for making an
accessible E-Filing Portal inaccessible; and

O/o CCPD -Case N0.12970/1101/2021 ( P e 2of 6)
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(9) The Office of the Chief Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities
should verify and keep a record of whether its orders are being complied
with.

2. Submissions made by the Respondent:

2.1 CBDT filed their reply on 15.12.2021 as comments of Directorate
of Income Tax (Systems), New Delhi and submitted that 

·1. The issue of making the EF2.0 (E-Filing 2.0) portal
www.incometax.gov.in compatible for visually impaired taxpayers is
currently under progress. The following steps have been taken in
this regard

(i) Meeting was conducted with representatives of visually
impaired persons to understand the requirements and have directed
M/s Infosys (MSP for the project) to implement the requisite
changes.

(ii) A draft notice has been prepared addressed to Infosys
communicating the urgency of the requirement & the inconvenience
caused.

(2) While the development is ongoing for the technical changes
on the portal, Mis Infosys is being asked to expedite the process.

(3) The petitioner is also being communicated that pending the
rollout of the compatible portal, the e-filing help desk and the local
Aaykar Seva Kendra will be guided to assist the petitioner with all
suitable assistance."

2.2 Infosys filed their reply dated 15.12.2021 and inter-alia submitted
that there were certain areas that needed Infosys's attention and ensured
that necessary changes would be implemented by 15" March, 2022. The
difficulties being faced as alleged are not intentional nor it is on account of
the Infosys, but it is due to the volume and technical complexities involved
in the project. The entire system, required for the Project, is build ground
up for increasing the scale/volume and enhanced experience with latest
technologies. All concerns are being addressed on priority. It is denied
that the website is badly designed and executed and visually impaired have
lost their privacy and independence.

2.3 Department of Financial Services, Ministry of Finance endorsed a
copy of the Office Memorandum No.FZ-3/1/2021-SCT dated 08.12.2021
addressed to the Under Secretary (Coordination), Department of Financial
Services; and intimated that the matters relating to Income Tax E-filing
Portal are handled by the Income Tax Department, Department of Revenue,
Ministry of Finance.

O/o CPD -Case N0.12970/1101/2021
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3. Submissions made in Rejoinder:

3.1 The complainant, Ms Kanchan Pamnani filed their Rejoinder dated
31.12.2021.

3.2 Response to Respondent No.1 CBDT - Help Desk of CBDT had
asked for PAN which is irrelevant since she was not able to file IT Return
due to the website/portal was inaccessible. However, her PAN was
mentioned in her complaint but no help was rendered from Help Desk. She
appreciated the action taken by CBDT for making the website/portal
accessible, but by the time she could not file her Return as the
website/portal had not been made accessible. She said that responsibility
for violation and compliance of Rule 15 of the RPwD Rule, 2017 is with
Respondent No.1. She called upon the Respondent No.1 to disclose the
Tender documents/specifications/RFP which were floated before
Respondent No.2 for assigning the project. Although she had filed the
complaint on her own behalf but she do represent many visually impaired
persons who also need to file IT Returns as they are paying tax to the
country. She also called upon to produce an accessibility audit report of the
portal and the IT Return utilities which it should have maintained to comply
with the law and the accessibility statement put up on its website.

3.3 Response to Respondent No.2 Infosys Limited - The complainant
reiterated that the old version of IT Portal was accessible which was being
handled by 'another entity' until 2020 and only after release of the new
version the portal has become inaccessible. Infosys should not have
released the new version without adhering to the desired accessibility
standards. Respondent No.2 has accepted that certain areas needed
Respondent No.2's attention, hut it has been 02 months and no action has
been taken by them to resolve the issues. In accordance with the RPwD
Act, 2016 and RPwD Rule, 2017, it was statutory obligation to ensure
compliance with the standards i.e. Guidelines for Indian Government
Websites which the Respondent No.2 has failed and in gross violation of
the law along with Respondent No. I.

3.4 Response to Respondent No.3 Ministry of Finance-- The
Department of Revenue and the Department of Financial Services are both
under the Finance Ministry. But it took 03 weeks time to forward the
complaint to the Department of Revenue. She called upon to demonstrate
the steps taken by it to ensure compliance with accessibility standards with
all establishments, domain regulators, among others which are regulated by
it.

3.5 She reiterated her prayer and added that the time for filing IT Return
be extended until the website/portal and ITR Utilities are made accessible.

4. Hearing: The case was heard via Video Conferencing by the
Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities on 21.04.2022. The following
persons were present during the hearing:

O/o CCPD -Case No.12970/1101/2021



21.04.2022

5.

(1) Ms. Kanchan Panmani; and Mr. Rahul Bajaj, the
complainants

(2) Mr. Pitambar Kumar, Dy. Director- Income Tax for
Respondent No.l;

(3) Advocate Avinash Balakrishna, for Respondent No.2

(4) None for Respondent No.3

Record of Proceedings:

5.1 After hearing both the parties this Court recommended to convene a
personal meeting of Shri Rahul Bajaj and Shri Pitambar Kumar, Dy.
Director, Income Tax and directed that the outcome of the meeting should
be informed to this Court before 20.05.2022.

5.2 The Respondent No.1 filed the status report as on 30.06.2022,
whereby following submissions were made:

A. Many functions availed by users on E-filing Portal have been
made accessible for Divyangjan.

8. Most of the front-end functions in the portal have been made
completely accessible for Divyangjan, only minimal fixes
have to be made.

C. Meeting was conducted with Mr. Rahul Bajaj and Adv. Amar
Jain. The complainants shared some feedback and problem
areas related toe-filing portal which have been now resolved.
The complainant agreed to share further details pertaining to
accessibility issues. Complainant's inputs are awaited and
will be addressed as and when they will be provided. Regular
follow ups have been scheduled with the complainant.

D. Respondent is conducting extensive analysis of potential
accessibility issues and numerous issues were identified. Such
issues have been attended to and solutions have been
designed and are being tested. These issues will also be
addressed to.

( Page 5 of 6)

5.3 Next Hearing through Video Conferencing was scheduled on 26.07.2022.
The following persons were present during the hearing:

() Ms. Kanchan Pamnani; and Mr. Rahul Bajaj with Mr. Amar Jain for
the complainants

(2) Mr. Pitambar Kumar, Dy. Director - Income Tax for Respondent
No.I;

(3) Advocate Avinash Balakrishna, for Respondent No.2

(4) None for Respondent No.3

O/o CCPD -Case No.12970/1101/2021



5.4 During online hearing, the complainants informed this Court that still there

are 6 issues which need to be fixed to make the portal fully accessible. The
Respondent proposed to conduct another meeting with the Complainant, Shri.
Rahul Bajaj who will be assisted by Shri Amar Jain to further understand the 6
issues which are causing hindrance in making the portal completely accessible for
divyangjan with 100% Visual lmpainnent.

5 .4 This Court recommended that the Respondent No. I should make the portal
fully accessible by 25 August 2022 and should file status report latest by 01
September 2022. The next date of hearing in the matter was scheduled for
06.09.2022.

5.6 During the hearing on 06.09.2022 through Video Conferencing, the
fo II owing persons were present:

(l) Ms. Kanchan Pamnani and

Shri Rahul Bajaj with Shri Amar Jain

(2) Shri Pitambar Kumar, Dy. Director

(3) Shri Avinash Balakrishna, Advocate

with Ms. Lavanya

6. Observations & Recommendations:

- Complainants

- Respondent No. 1

- Respondent No. 2

6.1 Both the parties were heard.

6.2 This court conducted various online hearings and recommended that
complainant and respondents shall conduct personal meetings to discuss and
resolves accessibility issues in the portal of Respondent establishment. It is
pertinent to note that major issues pointed out by the complainants in the written
complaints have now been resolved. Considering the fact that various new issues
may also arise in the on line portal of the respondent, this Court recommends that
respondent shall take all the measures to keep and make its online portal
accessible for Divyangjan with Visual Impairment or any other kind of disability.

6.3 Accordingly the case is disposed off.

Dated: 09.12.2022

O/o CCPD -Case N0.12970/1101/2021

(Upma Srivastava)
Chief Commissioner

for Persons with Disabilities

( Page 6 of 6)
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COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES {DIVYANGJAN)

RoQi•IGFi •mlfckiqr,101~/Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
If#ras ma 3it 3rfearfa +inrau/ Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

ldal/Government of India

Case No: 13378/1022/2022

Complainant:

Shri Solanki Mukesh
PRT Music Teacher
3, Bharat Nagar
Geetamandir Road
Ahmedabad Gujarat-380022
Email: solankimukesh 119@gmail.com
)Vlobile No: 9725577695

V

Respondent.

The Commissioner,
Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan,
18, Institutional Area,
Shaheed Jeet Singh Marg,
New Delhi-I 10016.
Contact No: 011-26521898
Email: kvs.estt.1@gmail.com

GIST OF COMPLAINT

The complainant, a person with 100% Visual Jrnpaim1ent, has filed a complaint dated 29.06.2022

regarding his transfer to the native place Ahmedabad in Gujarat.

2. The complainant has submitted that he is working as a Music Teacher in KVS Dahod since

17.1.2011. The complainant submitted that his hometown is Ahmedabad in Gujarat. As per him post of

Mus,c Teacher is lying vacant at KV ONGC Chandkheda. Ahmedabad from 01.12.2021. His wife is also

a person with visual lrnpairment. He is waiting for his transfer to his hometown from the last 11 years

though he has 82 highest transfer points but his application was not considered.

3. The matter was taken up with the Respondent vde letter dated 23.08.2022 under Section 75 ofthe

RPwD Act, 2016.

4. In response, Assistant commissioner (Estt-lll) Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan (HQ), vide letter

dated 08.09.2022, has submitted that transfer of teachers are affected as per transfer guidelines which are

well defined and transparent. Appropriate weigbtage is given to each ground Viz.

Spouse/PH/LTR/DFP/MDG etc. being adduced by the teacher concerned for transfer as per transfer

guidelines. Due to Covid-19 Pandemic in the country, annual transfer of teachers was not affected in the

year 2020. He further submitted that as per records the complainant has joined KVS on 17.03.2011 as per

PRT (Music) in Dahod F Ganj Railway on direct recrunment. He had applied online annuai request transfer

for the year 2021 to the choice stations i.e.(!) Ahmedabad (2) Wadsar AFG with having transfer Counts

82. His request for transfer to his choice station wa~ considered during the annual request transfers for the

year 2021 but he could not get the request transfer due no vacancy in his choice station at the time of issue

of teacher list. The case may be considered in next annual transfer process.

s#i fr, vrngqa@\ nw4-, vie o. ufl2, laz- to, ra1, a{ f4cl110075; ,HI8: 011-20892364, 20892275
5'" Floor, NISD Building, Plot No.G-2, Sector-10, Dwarka, New Delhi-110075; Tel.: 011-20892364, 20892275

E-mail: ccpd@nic.in ; Website: www.ccdisabilities.nic.in
(441 af4;uaa # frg suvtta r{ca/#r in 3raza fad)
(Please quote the above file/case number in future correspondence\



5. The complainant has tiled his rejoinder vide email dated 23.09.2022 and submitted he is not satisfied

with the comments submitted by the respondent. The complainant once again requested to this Court to

give directives to the respondent to transfer him to his native place Ahmedabad in Gujarat.

6. Hearing: The case heard via Video Conferencing by Chief Commissioner for Persons with

Disabilities on 01.11.2022. The following were present:

i) Shri Solanki Mukesh: Complainant

ii) Shri Deepak Kumar Dabral, Assistant Commissioner (Estt.), KVS: Respondent

Observations /Recommendations:

7. This Court is inundated with the Complaints related to the issue of transfer. Consequently, this Court

has an opportunity to look into the issues and examine the arguments and objections filed by the

Respondents in the past. This Court is seizing this opportunity to delineate laws. guidelines and case laws

relating to the issue of transfer of divyang employees.

8. First legislation which was enacted by the Parliament related to Persons with Disabilities was Mental

Health Act. 1987. The Act contained provisions related to guardianship of Persons with Intellectual

Disabilities It fell short of addressing issue of discrimination with Persons with Disabilities. Thereafter in

1995, Parliament enacted The Persons with Disabilities (Equal Opportunities. Protection of Rights and Full

Participation) Act, 1995. The 1995 Act was enacted to fulfil obligations which arose out of International

Instrument. In 1992 Economic and Social Commission for Asia and Pacific Region adopted Proclamation

on the Full and Effective Participation and Equality of People with Disabilities. India was signatory to the

Proclamation and therefore, Act of 1995 was enacted. Some of the Objectives sought to be achieved by

1995 Act were

a. To fix responsibility of the state towards protection of rights, provision of medical care,
education, training, employment and rehab ilitation of Persons with Disabilities,

b. To create barrier free environment for Persons with Disabilities.

c. To remove any discrimination against Persons with Disabilities in the sharing of

development benefits, vis-a-vis enabled persons

9. Thereafter, in year 2006, United Nations General Assembly adopted UN Convention on Rights of

Persons with Disabilities (CRPD'). India was one of the first countries to sign and ratify the treaty. With

ratification of the CRPD, it became obligation of the state to enact new law in furtherance of the

commitments under CRPD. In 2016, parliament enacted Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016.

Some of the objectives sought to be achieved by this new Act are --Respect for inherent dignity, individual

autonomy including freedom to make one's own choices and independence of person;

a. Respect for inherent dignity, individual autonomy including freedom to make one's own choices

and independence of person;

b. non-discrimination;

c. full and effective participation and inclusion in society;

d. respect for difference and acceptance of persons with disabilities as part of human diversity and

humanity;

e. equality ofopportunity;

f. accessibility:

g. equality between men and women;

h. respect for the evolving capacities of children with disabilities and respect for the right of

children with disabilities to preserve their identities.
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I 0. Enacting statute is first step towards achieving the aforesaid objectives. To achieve these objectives

in practical sense, executive formed certain guidelines from time to time relating to different aspects of

employment, for instance, recruitment, nature of duties, work environment. promotion. transfer etc.

l l. Since in this order this Court is concerned with issue of transfer only, hence it is important to list

different types of issues and objections which are raised by the respondent from time to time and further to

mention related provisions and case laws on the point.

12. Issues relater! to transfer and posting to divyang employees may be divided into three categories:

a) Posting of divyang employee at native place.

b) Exemption from routine transfer ofdivyang employee,

c) Posting of employee who serves as care giver of divyang dependant.

STATUTORY PROVISIONS AND GUIDELINES

13. a) ARTICLE 41 of INDIAN CONSTll UTION- The state shall make effective provisions

for securing the right to work, to education and to public assistance in cases of unemployment, old

age, sickness and disablement.

b) SECTION 20 (6) OF RPWD ACT, 2016- Sub Section 5 of Section 20 provides that the

appropriate government may frame policies for posting and transfer of employees with disability.

c) SECTION 20 (2) OF RPWD ACT, 2016 -· Sub Section 2 of Section 20 lays down that

government establishment shall provide reasonable accommodation. appropriate barrier free and

conducive environment to divyang employees.

d) O.M. No0. 302/33/2/87 dated 13.02./988 issued by Ministry of Finance - Thi:; O.M.

provides guidelines related to posting of Div yang employees at their native place and exemption

or such employees from routine transfer. This U.M. also provides that employees should not even

be transferred on promotion if vacancy exists in tile same branch or in the same town. Further, this

O.M. provides that if it is not possible to retain Divyang employee at his place of posting, due to

administrative exigences, even then he must he kept nearest to his original place and in any case he

should not be transferred at far off or remote place of posting.

e) 0.M. No, 14017/4 1/90 dated 10.05.1990 issued by DoP&T -- This O.M. provides that

employees belonging to Group C and D must be posted near to their native place.

f) 0.M. No. 14017/16/2002 dated 13.03 2002 issued by DP&T - This 0.M. clarifies rule

laid down in O.M. dated 10.05.1990. The said 0.M. laid down that Government

employees belonging to Group C and Group D must be posted near to their native place. O.M. of

year 2002 further extended this rule for employees belonging to group A and B as well.

g) 0.M. No. 36035/3/2013. dated 31.03.2014 issued by DP&T - This O.M. lays down

certain guidelines for providing facilities to diyang employees of government establishments.

Under heading H' of the O.M. two guidelines with respect to transfer and posting of divyang

employees are laid down. Firstly, it is laid down that divyang employees may be exempted from

rotational transfer and allowed to continue in the same job where they would have achieved the

desired performance. Secondly, the 0,M. provides that at the time of transfer/promotion, preference

in place of posting may be given to the Persons with Disabilities subject to the administrative

constraints.
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h) O.M. No. 42011/3/2014, dated 06.06.2014 issued by DoP&T - This O.M. is related to

posting of government employees who is care giver of Divyang child. Considering challenges

which are faced by care giver ofdivyang child. this O.M. provides that care giver of divyang child

may be exempted from routine transfer/rotational transfer.

i) O.M. No. 42011/3/2014, dated 08.10.2018 issued by DoP&T- This O.M. extended the

scope of O.M. dated 06.06.20 14. This O M. lays down that government employee who serves as

main care giver of dependant daughter/son/parents/spouse/brother/sister may be exempted from

exercise of routine transfer.

ANALYSISOETHE PROVISIONS & GUIDEI INES

14. lt is noteworthy that even before Section 20(5) was conceptualised, DoP&T and other departments

of the government framed policies relating to exemption of divyang employees from routine transfer and

transfer at native place. As rightly laid down in DoP&T O.M. dated 31.03.2014, focus behind exempting

from routine transfer or behind giving preferenc(; in 1ra11sfrr and posting is to provide an environment to

divyang crnploycc in which he can achieve the desired performance and where their services can be

optimally utilised. Combined reading ofal I the guidelines further makes it clear that government's approach

on the issue of transfer is progressive and forward looking. In 1990 DoP&T issued O.M. exempting Group

C and I) divyang employees from routine transfer. This was extended to Group A and B divyang employees

in year 2002. Similarly. Ministry of Finance (MoF in short) created an exception for divyang employees in

year 1988, long before 2016 Act was enacted. M oF in O. M. dated I 5.02.1988 went on to exempt divyang

employees from routine transfer even in case of promotion of such employee.

I5. Even in case of employee who serves as care giver of divyang dependant, approach is progressive.

Till 2018. care giver ofdivyang dependent child was exempted from routine transfer. By DoP&T OM dated

08.10.2018. divyang dependent spouse/brother/sister/parents were also added.

I6. Objective behind exempting care giver must also he understood. DPT O.M. dated 06.06.2014.

rightly lays down that rehabilitation of divyang dependant is indispensable process which enables divyang

person to reach and maintain physical, sensory, intellecru:d. psychiatric and social functional levels If care

giver or such person would be subjected to routine periodic transfer. it will have adverse impaet on the

rehabilitation process of divyang dependent. It is certain that it is utmost duty ofthe government employee

to serve with utmost dedication, however, this fact does not take away his right to take care of his divyang

dependent. Hence, objective behind DoP&T guidelines is to strike balance between the two aspects.

O[3.IEC:TIONS AND ISSUES RAISED BY RESPOl'-JlJ;:t:fTS IN PREVIOUS SIMILAR COMPLAINTS

BEFORE THIS COURT AND CASES BEFORE HON'BLE HIGH COURTS, CENTRAL

ADMINISTRATIVE TRlBUNALS

17. ISSUE - Exempting divyang employee from transfer if Service Rules prescribe for mandatory

transfer.

18. A case was filed before Honble Delhi High Court in which Respondent Bank submitted that

divyang employee cannot be exempted from routine transfer at remote rural branch because as per Service

Rules for promotion every employee has to serve for 11.xed period at rural branch. ANJU MEIRA v.
CANARA BANK;W.P._(C) 7927/2020, judgment dated 05,11,2020

19. Court did not accept the contentions forwarded by the Respondent Bank and held 1hat divyang

employee must be exempted from routine transfer and posting at rural location. Court relied upon DoP&T

O.M. dated 31.03.2014 and held that divyang employee must be exempted from routine transfer. Court also
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relied upon 0.M. N0. 69/2018 dated 13.12.2018 issued by Canara Bank. whereby divyang employees with

disability rercc11tagc of 65% or above are exempted from mandatory service at rural location.

20. ISSUE Since. transfer is an incidence of service should employee follow transfer Orders without

exception?

21. This issue is often raised by the Respondents. Hon ble Delhi High Court answered this issue in

ANIU MEHRAA_ ._CANARA BANK; WP._C _ 7927,2020, judgment dated 05.11.2020. Court held that

this principle is not applicable in cases pertaining to transfer of divyang employees. Court held that when

employee is agitating his rights under RPwD Act. 20 16or PwD Aet, 1995. principles ofgeneral nature are

not applicable in such cases because both Acts are enacted in furtherance of international commitments and

to ensure equal treatment to Persons with Disabilities.

22. ISSUECan an employee be exempted if he was intimated about transferable nature or the _job at

the stage ofjoining'.'

23. Respondents often submit that the employee was intimated at the time of initial recruitment about

transferable nature of the job hence, he cann()1 be o,t::mpted from transfer. To support this contention

Respondents, rely upon case laws of Hon'ble Supreme (\1urt. Hon'ble Cou1i in UNION OF 11\DI;\ v. S.L .

ABBAS(AIR_I993_SC 2444) and in B,VARDHA RAO• STATE _OF KARNATAKA (AIR_[989 SC

1955)held that transfer is incidence of service and Courts must not interfere in transfer issues unless such

transfer is vitiated by malafides or is made in violation of transfer policy.

24. The contention has been rejected by various I ligli Cou1ts. Ho11·b1e High Cour1 of Madhya Pradesh

in SUDIANSHU TRIPATHI v. BANK OF INDIA;_WP. No, 148/2017; judgment dated 27.04.2018.

hon'hle High Court of Delhi in V.K. BHASIN v. STATE BANK OF PATIALA: LPA No. 74/2005.

judgment dated 03.08.2005 and 1-Ion'ble Central /\drninistrative Tribunal in PRADEEP KUMAR

SRIVASTAVA y,_ CENTRAL BUREAU OE INVESTIGATION; OA No 2233/2017, Order dated
08.Qi2.Q.1Ji held that law laid down in S.L. ABBAS andB, VARDHA RAO is not applicable in the cases

related to transfer of Divyang employees. Courts held that transfer policies framed by various government

establishments are framed to cover normal circu111s1a11ces. When divyang employee is challenging his

transfer under RPwD Act. 2016 or PwD Act. 1995 or \ilrious guidelines \\•hich are passed from time to

time, such challenge is under special statutes which are enacted in furtherance of international

commitments. Further. Courts also laid down that when transfer policy is silent on some issue. then

government establishment is bound to follow statutory provisions and government guidelines on such issue.

Cort further laid down that when transfer is not challenged under transfer policy. government

establishment is bound to consider the exclusive/special circumstances prevailing at the time of effecting

the transfer of the government employee.

25. In VJ.BHASIN judgment, Delhi High Court also held that through in transfer matters Court does

not sit as Court of appeal, but Court cannot also lose sight of special legislation, rules and O.Ms. enacted

for Divyangjan because objective of these provision" and O.Ms. is to fulfil the international commitments

and give equal treatment to Persons with Divyangjan.

26. ISSUE - Various O.Ms. related to transfer & posting of clivyang employees nre of recommending

nature and are not binding on the government establishments.

27. Central Administrative Tribunal in PRADEEPKUMAR SRIVASTAVA Case. while relying upon

the judgments of Honble Supreme Court in judgments of Hon ble Supreme Court delivered in SWARAN

SINGH_ CHAND y. PUNJAB STATE ELECTRICIIY BOARD; (2009) held that when executive
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instructions confer special privileges with respect to special circumstances, such guidelines will liavc to be

adhered to and followed by the government establishment as a model employer. Needless to say that all
these guidelines are also framed in furtherance of Article 4l or Indian Constitution.

28. ISSUE In case if employee who is care giver of divyang dependent is transferred at any place

which has good medical facilities, whether exemption guidelines would not be applicable?

29. O.Ms. dated 06.06.2014 and dated 08.10.2018 and hon'ble CAT Order in PRADEEP KUMAR

SRIVASTAV,\ provide guiding principles 011 this issue. In this judgment tribunal analysed O.M. elated

06.06.2014 and distinguished between 'medical facilities' a11d ·support system'. In O.M. dated 06.06.2014

and 08.10.2018 availability of medical facilities is not the criterion for determining issue ofexemp!ion of

transfer. As per the two O.Ms. criterion or point of focus is rehabilitation process' of the divyang child.

Support system and rehabilitation are indispensable process which help divyang to maintain physical.

psychological and social levels. Support system does not only mean availability of doctors and medicines.

O.M. dated 06.06.2014 provides meaning of ·support sy:-aem· as a system which comprises of preferred

linguistic zones. school/academic levels, administration. neighbours. tutors, special educators. friends and

medical facilities. It is certain from the plain reading of the O.M. that medical facilities are just one

component of· ·support system'. Reason for exempting care giver of divyang dependent is lo provide

conducive and caring environment and not just medical facilities. Needless to say that when care gi,er

would be subjected to exercise of routine transfer. it will cause displacement of the divyang dependent as

well. I lencc, O.M. provides for exemption from routine transfer.

30. I is also to be noted that O.M. dated 06.06.2014 has now been replaced by O.M. dated 08.10.2018.

however. O.M. of06.06.2014 is still relevant to understand the reason for exempting care giver from routine

transfer. Moreover, in 08.10.2018 O.M. criterion for exemption has been kept the same. i.e. rehabilitation.

change is only made in persons who can be considered as ·clepenclant".

31. Other provisions which are helpful in understanding the intent of Rights of Persons with Disabilities

Aet, 2016 are -:

4. Women and children with disabilities.---{ I) The appropriate Government and the local

authorities shall take measures to ensure that the women and children with disabilities enjoy their

rights equally with others. (2) The appropriate Government and local authorities shall ensure that

all children with disabilities shall have right on an equal basis to freely express their views on all

matters affecting them and provide them appropriate support keeping in view their age and

disability."

16. Daty of educational institutions.-The appropriate Government and the local authorities shall

endeavour that all educational institutions funded or recognised by them provide inclusive

education to the children with disabilities

24. Social security.-(I) The appropriate Government shall within the limit of its economic

capacity and development formulate necessary schemes and programmes to safeguard and promote

the right of persons with disabilities for adequate standard of living to enable them to live

independently or in the community: Provided that the quantum of assistance to the persons with

disabilities under such schemes and programmes shall be at least twenty-five per cent. higher than

the similar schemes applicable to others.

27. Rehabilitation.--(I) The appropriate Government and the local authorities shall within their

economic capacity and development. undertake or cause to be undertaken services and programmes
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of rehabilitation, particularly in the areas of health. education and employment for all persons with

disabilities.

38. Special provisions for persons with disabilities with high support.-( l) Any person with

benchmark disability, who considers himself to be in need of high support, or any person or

organisation on his or her behalf, may apply to an authority, to be notified by the appropriate

Government, requesting to provide high support.

2(d) - "care-giver" means any person including parents and other family Members who with or

without payment provides care, support or assistance to a person with disability.

32. Intention of RPwD Act, 2016 is reflected in above mentioned provisions of the Aet. These

provisions makes it clear that legislature intended to provide supporting environment in terms of health,

education, social and psychological support. Hence. O.M. dated 08.10.2018. which provides for exemption

of care giver of divyang dependent is framed to achieve intentions and objectives of Rights of Persons with

Disabili ties Aet, 2016 and hence these guidelines are binding on the government establishments.

SOME OTHER CASE LAWS ON THE ISSUE OF TRANSFER OF DIVYANG EMPLOYEE

33. Indian_Overseas Bank y. The ChiefCommissioner for Persons _with Disabilities; Ciyil Writ_Petition

No,_I4118/201±;_judgment of Ion 'ble _High Court_ot_Rajas.than, dated 24.04,2017- In this case divyang

employee of the Bank was initially posted in Jaipur Later he was promoted and posted to Mumbai. He

approached Chief Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities ('CCPD' in short) for retention in Jaipur.

CCPD by its Order dated 01.04.2014 recommended for retent ion of the employee in Jaipur. Bank failed to

implement the Order of CCPD. Employee approached Hon ble High Court for implementation of CCPD

Order. Bank challenged CCPD Order and opposed the petition and contended that promotion policy

provides for transfer on promotion of the employees. Court rejected the bank ' s contention and held that

grievance of divyang employees must be considered with compassion, understanding and expediency.

Hon ble Court held that the employee must be retained in Jaipur hranch even after promotion.

34. Samrendra Kumar Singh y. State Bank_of India;_ rit Petition_No. 5695/2013; judgment _dated

.LL.OJ.,.;rnH - In this case Petitioner, a divyang employee or the Respodnent bank, was posted in Ranchi.

Thereafter. he was promoted and was posted in Daltonganj. Iharkhand. Petitioner approached honble High

Court for quashing of transfer orders and retention in Ranchi. Respondent bank relied upon its transfer

pol icy and contended that at the time of promotion employees are transferred. Further it was contended that

O.Ms. issued by various ministries and departments are of directory nature and are not binding. Honble

High Court rejected Respondent bank's contentions and relied upon Ministry of Finance O.M. dated

I5.02 1998 and DoP&T O.Ms. dated 10.05.1990 and 13.03.2002. Hon 'ble Court quashed transfer Orders

issued by the Respondent bank and directed for employee s retention in Ranchi.

PRESENT CASE

35. The complainant has submitted that he is working as a Music Teacher in KVS Dahod since

17.1.20 l l. The complainant submitted that his hometown is Ahmedabad in Gujarat. Since his appointment

in 20 l l he has been posted in Dahod. He claims that the post ofMusic Teacher is lying vacant at KV ONGC

Chandkheda, Ahmedabad from 01.12.2021. His wife is also a person with visual impairment. He further

claims that he has 882 transfer points which are highest hut his application was not considered.

36. Respondent submits that transfer of teachers arc affected as per transfer guidelines which are well

defined and transparent. Appropriate weightage is given to each ground Viz. Spouse/PH/LTR/DFP/MDG
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etc. being adduced by the teacher concerned for transfer as per transfer guidelines. Due to Covid-19

Pandemic in the country, annual transfer of teachers was not affected in the year 2020.

3.,,. Further the Respondent submits that the Complainant had applied online annual request transfer

for the year 2021 to the choice stations i.e. (I) Ahmedabad (2) Wadsar AFG with having transfer Counts

82. His request for transfer to his choice station was considered during the annual request transfers for the

year 2021 but he could not get the request transfer because there was no vacancy in his choice station at the

time of issue of teacher list. The case may be considered in next annual transfer process.

38. During online hearing, Complainant expressed his willingness for posting at school situated at

ONGC Chandkheda. which is very close to Ahmedabad.

39. This Court concludes that the case of the Complainant must be decided in accordance with DoPT

O.M. No. 14017/16/2002 dated 13.03.2002. This 0.M. clarities rule laid down in O.M. dated 10.05.1990.

The said O.M. laid down that Government employees belonging to Group C and Group D must be posted

near to their native place. O.M. of year 2002 further extended this rule for employees belonging to group

A and B as well. Hence, this Court recommends that the Respondent shall transfer the Complainant to

school situated in ONGC Chandkheda in which the vacancy exists and which is situated in hometown of

the Complainant.

40. Respondent shall also file the Compliance Report of this Recommendation Order within 3

months from the date of this Recommendation failing which, this Court shall presume that the

Respondent has not implemented this Recommendation and the matter shall be reported to the

Parliament.

41. This case is disposed off.

(UPMA SRIVASTAVA)
Chief Commissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 09.12.2022
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COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

[raminaa vzgrfquau fqa/ Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
infra rrr 3it 3rfra1far +iacazu/Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

1lffif~/Government of India
Case No: 13389/1022/2022

Complainant:

Shri Rajoo Saroj: For Information
Constable/GD, Group Center
CRPF Old Air Port
Phaphamau Prayagraj
Uttar Pradesh
Email: rajoosaroj461(a)gmail.com

Vs

- K36032

Respondent:

The Directorate General
Central Reserve Police Force,
Block No.-1, C.G.O. Complex,
Lodhi Road, New Delhi-110 003, INDIA
Email: igadm@crpf.go.in

GIST OF COMPLAINT

K36638

The complainant, a person with 65% Locomotor Disability, has filed a complaint dated

12.07.2022 regarding Cancellation of his transfer order from Group Center Central Reserve Police

Force Phaphamau Prayagraj Uttar Pradesh to 109 Battalion Central Reserve Police Force Manipur,

Imphal. He also submitted that his wife is also a person with 40% Locomotor Disability.

2. The complainant has submitted that he was appointed as Constable/General Duty in 167

BN Central Reserve Police Force on 08.07.2004. He was transferred from 167 BN. CRPF to 13

BN. CRPF and accordingly he reported in 13 BN Daltonganj (Jharkhand) on 19.09.2005. During

his posting period in 13 BN. CRPF, he was detailed to participate in Bihar Sector Inter BN Hockey

tournament held at GC CRPF Sindari (Jharkhand). During journey from 13 BN Daltonganj to GC

CRPF Sindari, he was met with an accidem on 24.04.2006 on doing government duty. He was

slipped from slow speed moving train at Pradhan Kanta Railway Station. During this accident he

lost his right leg below knee with having 65% of disability. His wife is also suffering from

disability. The complainant further stated that he was posted in GC CRPF Prayagraj, but now his

office had relieved him to 109 BN CRPF Manipur, Iphal. He has requested to this Court to give

direction to the respondent for cancellation of his transfer order and should be allowed to continue

to his service with Group Center Reserve Police force Phaphamau Prayagraj, UP so that both of

husband and wife can be a support and do duty smoothly.

3. The matter was taken up with the Respondent vide letter dated 12.08.2022 under Section

75 of the RPwD Act, 2016 followed by reminder dated 22.09.2022.

sfl if#ea, vnr$ +ra·, ife ·o. uf2, lac--to, gar, a{ fecal-110075; HI: 011-20892364, 20892275
5" Floor, NISD Building, Plot No.G-2, Sector-10, Dwarka, New Delhi-110075; Tel.: 011-2089264, 20892275

E-mail: ccpd@nic.in ; Website: www.ccdisabilities.nic.in
(wut nfq1 a uarat a fg sutaa ml{ea/#a ig 3ravu fa)
(Please quote the above file/case number in future correspondence)



4. Hearing: The case heard via Video Conferencing by Chief Commissioner for Persons with

Disabilities on 01.11.2022. The following were present:

i) Shri Rajoo Saroj: Complainant

ii) Shri Chandrabhan Singh, Assistant Commandant, & Shri G. C. Prayagraj.
Central Reserve Police Force: Respondent

Observations /Recommendations:

(UPMA SRIVASTAVA)
Chief Commissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

This case is disposed off.8.

5. Complainant submits that he was appointed on the post of Constable in 2004. In year 2006

he acquired disability while on government duty. Then he was posted in Prayagraj. Complainant

further submits that the Respondent has now transferred him to Imphal, Manipur. He expresses his

inability to move to Imphal, Manipur considering his disability and also disability of his spouse.

6. During online hearing the Respondent informed this Court that by Order dated 13.10.2022,

transfer of the Complainant to Imphal has now been cancelled. Complainant has joined hack in

Prayagraj. Complainant expressed his fear that in near future he may again be transferred.

7. This Court concludes that cause of the Complaint has now extinguished since the

Complainant has now been posted in Prayagraj. As far as future posting is concerned. this Court

recommends that considering the disability of the Complainant, Respondent shall exempt the

Complainant from routine transfer. Complainant is free to approach this Court again in case he is

subjected to routine transfer in future.

Dated: 09.12.2022
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COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

~o!..lilhiFi fl~IRct<bfDT~/Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
fll&JIRii¢ ~ .3lt~~~/Ministry of Social Justice and Empowennent

~~IGovernment of India

Case No: 13363/1022/2022

Com plainant

Shri Pankaj Kumar Pandey
Junior Clerk
Senior Divisional Security Commissioner, Resub
izzat Nagar Division, North Eastern Railway
Uttar P1ra.desh
Email: lrnprn pandey5@gmail.com

Versus

Respondent

The Principle Chief Security Commissioner
Railway Protection Force
North Eastern Railway
Gorakhpur, Uttar Pradesh
Email: s,_,:_.0 QcJ~_ry jJ.Q.~_hgO\'._, j_Q

GIST (ff COMPLAINT
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3. The matter was taken up with the Respondent vide letter dated 05.08.2022 under Section 75 of the

RPwD Act 2016.

Li In response, Staff Officer, RPF North Eastern Railway, Gorakhpur, has filed its reply vide letter

dated 31.08.2022 and has submitted that the transfer/promotion may be given to the employees with

disabilities subject to the administration constraints. It hns further been stated that there are 06 number of

places of posting in the Ministerial Cadre working under Principal Chief Security Commissioner, RPF.

North Eastern Railway. Gorakhpur which are (i) Head Quarter Gorakhpur. (ii) ASC Area/Gorakhpur. (iii)

PTC/Gorakhpur, (iv) Lucknow (LIN) - Division. (v) Izzatnagar (ZN) Division and (vi) Varanasi (BSB)

Division.

5. The respondent further submitted that the complainant was earlier appointed on 25.07.2006 as

constable in the Railway Protection Force and was posted at different places such as ( 1) Zonal training

Center, Gorakhpur (From 25.07.2006 to 07 .05.2012). (2) RPF Post Kaptangjanj (From 12.05.2012 to

24.04.2017). (3) Train Escort Company, Gorakhpur East (From 05.05.2022 to 31.05.2022) under the

administrative control of Senior Divisional Security Commissioner, Railway Protection Force. Varanasi

Division (NER). Thereafter, the complainant was absorbed as Junior Clerk in Railway Protection Force

after decategorisation. On perusal of the records. according to which the details of vacancies of Junior

Clerk as on 13.05.2022 i.e. date of posting of the comp la in ant as Junior Clerk are as appended below: 

Position ofJunior Clerk on 13.05.2022 (Vacancy as on 13.05.2022)
Posting Places Sanctioned Post I Posted Excess/vacancy
Head Quarter 0 03 -03 Excess
Lucknow 01 03 --02 Excess

·- -----
Gorakhpur Area 01 01 0·--PTC/Gorakhpur 01 01 0
Varanasi 02 01 01 Vacancy
lzzntnagar 01 L 0 01 Vacancy

6. The respondent also submitted that against the sanctioned strength of 02 posts of Junior Clerk in

Varanasi, 0 I post was vacant and against the sanctioned strength of 01 posts of Junior Clerk in lzzatnagar,

the post was vacant. Hence looking into the vacancy of Junior Clerk at both Varanasi and lzzatnagar the

Chandra Prakash Yadav and Shri Pankaj Kumar Pandey, respectively were posted against the existing

vacancy of Junior Clerk in the larger administrative interest. There is no discriminatory action of any kind

is being adopted or Section 20 (5) of the Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016 are being ignored

with any medically decategorised/disabled employee.
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8. Hearing: The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Commissioner for Persons with

Disabilities on 01.11.2022. The following were present:

i) Shri Pankaj Kumar Pandey: Complainant

ii) Adv. Anshuman, Railway Protection Force: Respondent

Observations /Recommendations:

9. Complainant submits that he was engaged on the post of Constable and was posted in Varanasi

zone of the Respondent establishment. He submits that during his service in the Respondent establishment

he acquired disability. Thereafter he was adjusted against the ministerial post. He applied for being, posted

in Gorakhpur, which is his hometown, however the Respondent transferred him to lzzatnagar, which is

650 K.Ms. away from his hometown. Complainant further claims that another employee namely, Chandra

Prakash Yadav. who also acquired disability during his service, was transferred to Varanasi which is his

hometown. Complainant prays before this Court to transfer him to Gorakhpur, which is his hometown

and where his medical treatment is going on.

I 0. Respondent has admitted the facts of the Complaint relating to disability and transfer. Respondent

further submits that there are 06 number of places of posting in the Ministerial Cadre working under

Principal Chief Security Commissioner, RPF. North Eastern Railway. Gorakhpur which are (i) Head

Quarter Gorakhpur. (ii) ASC Area/Gorakhpur, iii) PTC'Gorakhpur, (iv) Lucknow (LJN) - Division, (v)

lzzatnagar (!ZN) Division and (vi) Varanasi (BSB) Division. Complainant was decategorized after

acquiring disability and was absorbed in the Respondent establishment on the post of Junior Clerk.

Respondent further submits that as on 13.05.2022, vacancies existed at only 2 places out of 6, which were

Varanasi and lzzatnagar. Considering the administrative exigencies. the Complainant was posted at

lzzatnagar and another employee namely, Chandra Prakash Vaclav was posted at Varanasi. In Gorakhpur

there were no vacancies.

11. During online hearing, Respondent submitted that if the Complainant will be posted in Gorakhpur.

there will be excess staff in Gorakhpur. Further. the Respondent assured that if the Complainant will

apply for family home' in Izzatnagar, his request will he considered favorably and he will be given the

accommodation. Further, Respondent claimed that there is railway hospital in lzzatnagar. where the

Complainant can take care of his health.

12. This Court concludes that the case of the Complainant must be decided in accordance with

DoP&T's O.M. No 14017/16/2002 dated 13.03.2002. This O.M. clarifies rule laid down in O.M. dated

10.05.1990. The said O.M. laid down that Government employees belonging to Group C and Group D

must be posted near to their native place. O.M. of year 2002 further extended this rule for employees

belonging to group A and Bas well. Hence. this Court recommends that the Respondent shall transfer the

Complainant to Gorakhpur even if such transfer results into excess staff at Gorakhpur station.

Respondent shall find avenues, such as mutual transfer etc. to transfer the Complainant to Gorakhpur.
1

[._,.

13. This case is disposed off. tf~&~1"-'lf"L
(UPMA SRIVASTAVA)
ChiefCommissioner for

Dated: 09.12.:2022 Persons with Disabilities
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COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)
f@ailea vglfhuawur RT/Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)

TI~Ga =ma 3it 3zferaRa min1au/ Ministry of Social Justice and Empowermen
lfffiT fF<<f>I'< /Government of India

Case No: 13409/1022/2022

Complainant

Smt. Suneeta Prasad
State Bank of India
Email: sumi 13prasad@gmail.com ·
Mobile No: 08282829780

Versus

Respondent

The Chairman & Managing" Go"
State Dank of India ;:;> b
Central Offices, State Bank Bhawan --
Maidane Cama Road, Nariman Point
Mumbai-400021
Email: agmnhr·• ll10kol(t{::sbi.co.in

GIST OF COMPLAINT

The complainant, a person with 60% Locomotor disability, has filed a complaint dated
28.07.2022 regarding cancellation ofher transfer order.

2. The complainant has submitted that she is employee of State Bank of India, Kolkata LHO

in IOR Department. On 26 April 2022, she is being promoted as JMGS1 (Assistant Manager)

from Clerical Cadre. She has requested the dealing Desk Officer Shri Subhroprotim Sarkar to

retain her in same office i.e Kolkata LHO. He said it cannot be done this year and then her name

reflected in Kolkata Zonal Office in transfer list which is a different unit in SBI of Kolkata circle.

She handed over a handwritten application as representation to the respective Department to

reverse the order with supporting documents as Bank's e-circular e-CDO/P&HRD-IR/13/2016-

17 dated 02 May 2016 and CDO/P & HRD-IR/6I/2016-17 dated 18 A#I 2016 which says

exemption/relaxation should normally be given to employee with disability even on Promotion ifI

vacancy exist in same branch/office/ city/town. But through e-mail dated 19/07/2022, her

representation was not accepted citing reason as they are posting her to Zonal office Kolkata

(06884) within same Center and they are not transferring her. Her Department Head (AGM
IOR) issued her a transfer order on 19.07.2022 which she did not accept.

3. The complainant again after meeting with the Circle Head (CGM) on 21.07.2022 had

requested to consider her request for retaining at the same branch as this had already been

implemented in same office 2-3 years ago to an employee with visual impairment. But to

her surprise her request again got declined by a documented letter signed by AGM HR which

says that she was given audience from AGM (HR), DGM, CDO and even by CGM of circle

which is true but appropriate authority has decided not to accept her representation. She further
54i +ifra, vrn{gu) ma=, «ie +o. fl2, lae--1o, rat, a{ Ra41-110075, <8: 011-20892364, 20892275

51h Floor, NISD Building, Plot No.G-2, Sector-10, Dwarka, New Delhi-110075; Tel.: 011-20892364, 20892275
E-mail: ccpd@nic.in; Webs,ite: www.ccdisabilities.nic.1n



submitted that due to health reasons, she has not attended office since 20/07/2022 so she

acknowledged that mail from AGM HR on same day i.e on 28/07/2022 and informed her about

her absence from office. Same day i.e on 28/07/2022 she received a mail at 7:10 pm from HRMS

department that from next month her subsequent salary will be from transfer branch after she

join there. She has requested to this Court to give directives to the respondent to allow her to

work in same office i.e. Kolkata LHO (03970) by reversing the order dated 28.07.2022 and email

dated 19.07.2022 with same dignity and honour.

4. The matter was taken up with the Respondent vide letter dated 30.08.2022 under Section

75 of the RPwD Act, 2016.

5. In response, Assistant General Manager (HR), LHO Kolkata, vide letter dated 27.09.2022

has submitted that the complainant joined the bank as a Junior Associate (Customer Sales &

Services) under the PwD category on 22.05.2013 and was posted at Inter Office Reconciliations

(IOR) Department, Local Head Office (LHO) Kolkata. She is currently residing at Kasba Staff

Quarter, situated at a distance of 8.7 kms from LHO Kolkata. The complainant took up

promotion to junior Management Grade Scale-1 w.e.f 26.04.2022 and became officer for taking

up higher responsibilities, assignments & challenges. The complainant was subsequently posted

to Kolkata Zone vide LHO order dated 18.06.2022 and was served release letter from IOR

department, LHO Kolkata vide letter dated 19.07.2022 which she declined to accept in writing.

The respondent further stated that non-acceptance of office order served by the supervisor

constitutes as a misconduct as per SBI Officer Service Rules.

6. The respondent further submitted that the representation against her transfer to Kolkata

Zone on 30.06.2022 and requested for her retention at IOR Department, LHO Kolkata only,

where she had been posted since her joining while in clerical cadre for approximately nine (9)

years. The respondent further informed that all branches of Kolkata Zone falls within the

geographical area of Kolkata city only. The respondent further submitted that after issuance or

relieving letter, the complainant stopped attending her duties without any prior information to the

bank. The respondent stated that the complainant was informed through email dated 19.07.2022

& letter no. dated 26.07.2022 that her representation for cancellation of the posting order has not

been accepted by the Appropriate authority and she was advised to report to office. After

receiving the said mail the complainant informed the bank that she is not attending office since

20.07.2022 citing discomfort in health without furnishing any medical documents.

7. The complainant has filed the rejoinder by email dated 01.10.2022, and submitted that the

complainant has intimated Bank via mail from her official email id (suneeta.prasad@sbi.co.in)

on 28/07/2022 that she was not comfortable in health since 20/7/2022 and hence, she came to her

hometown Ranchi, Jharkhand escorted by her brother for medical check-up. Even before

transfer order she was on leave in the start of June 2022 due to severe cramps in legs and it's in

FIRMS record. She has furnished her current medical report, which says severe osteoporosis has

been observed. It will take time and not to further deteriorate the health she can't join Bank

for 9-10 months from now onwards, which will cost her heavily in terms of salary also as she



will not be left with leave balance after 30/10/2022. Therefore, it's not that she is intentionally

not joining. She has informed Liaison Officer over telephone 2-3 times about her condition. The

complainant further submitted that this case is just about Allowing Exemption from Transfer

Process even when promoted for a PWD employee which is clearly mentioned in Bank's "Equal

Opportunity Policy for Persons with Disabilities 2021-2024" submitted by respondent as reply.

Exemption is a kind of safety net to provide PWD their representation in higher rank but doing

away with it in ground reality is just not right. The complainant has again requested to this Court

to provide her a speedy and fair justice.

8. Hearing: The case was fixed for hearing on 27.10.2022 which was re-scheduled to

01.11.2022. The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Chief Commissioner for Persons

with Disabilities on 01.11.2022. The following were present:

i) Smt. Suneeta Prasad: Complainant

ii) Shri Jogesh Chandra Sahu, G.M. Network-III, State Bank ofindia: Respondent

Observations /Recommendations:

9. Complainant submits that she was posted in Kolkata Local Office. Later, on being

promoted, she was transferred to Kolkata Zonal Office. Further, Complainant submits that she is

not able to attend office since 20.07.2022 because of health reasons. Respondent informed the

Complainant that her salary will be credited only when she will join her new place of posting.

10. Respondent submits that the complainant joined the bank as a Junior Associate under the

PwD category on 22.05.2013 and was posted at Local Head Office (LHO) Kolkata. She is

currently residing at Kasba Staff Quarter, situated at a distance of 8.7 kms from LHO Kolkata.

The complainant took up promotion to Junior Management Grade Scale-I w.e.f 26.04.2022 and

became officer. The complainant was subsequently posted to Kolkata Zone vide order dated

18.06.2022 and was served release letter on 19.07.2022 which she declined to accept in writing.

The respondent further stated that non-acceptance of office order served by the supervisor

constitutes as a misconduct as per SBI Officer Service Rules.

11. Respondent further submits that the Complainant filed representation seeking

cancellation of her transfer. Her representations were denied and she was asked join duties at her

new place of posting. Complainant did not join citing medical reasons, however she did not

submit any documents to support her claim of being 'medically unfit'.

12. ltis worthy to note that the Complainant was posted at same place since last 9 years. On

being promoted she was posted to different office in same city. Complainant has not stated any

specific problem which she might face in new place of posting. During online hearing,

Respondent participated in the online proceedings on phone call. Even during proceedings, she

could not tell any problem which she might face at new office where she got posted.

13. This Court is inclined to note that the Complainant has not made any case relating to

discrimination on the ground of disability. After perusing the Complaint, it seems that the present

•



case is not relating to transfer but more related to conflict of the Complainant with the

Respondent management. Hence, this Court recommends that the Respondent shall conduct

counseling session, whereby attempt shall be made to resolve the issues which the Complainant

might be facing with the management.

14. This case is disposed off.

Dated: 09.12.2022

(UPMA SRIVASTAVA)
Chief Commissioner for
Persons with Disabilities
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COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

~o1.1i,1G1;:i '{Hlfctacf>xDI ~if/Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
amnfGa =uru 3#k 3zfeaRa +iarct/Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

~~/Government of India
Case No: 13384/1022/2022

Complainant:

Shri Surya Prakash Singh
Rural Development Officer
Email: suryahau@ghmail.om
Mobile No: 08092476873

Vs

Respondent:

The Chairman/Managing Director
Union Bank of India
Human Resource department, Central Office ..
239 Union Bank Bhavan, Vidhan Bhavan Marg,
Nanman Point Mumbai-400021
E-mail: r2111.hrm)zrnnionbm1kofindia.com--~--~--

GIST OF COMPLAINT

The complainant, a person with 50% Locomotor disability, has filed a complaint dated

24.07.2022 regarding cancellation of his transfer order.

2. The complainant has submitted that he is an employee of Union Bank of India joined as

Rural Development Officer (PF-647961) in the year 2014 and currently posted as RDO at Tamar

Branch, Ranchi Region FGMO Ranchi. The complainant is facing harassment with regard to his

transfer at workplace. The complainant further submitted that as per the provision of Union Bank

of India Equal Opportunity Policy 2022-23 which is formulated based on the "The Rights of

Persons with Disabilities Act 2016" and subsequent The Right of Persons with Disability Rule

2017", it is clearly mentioned in the para 59that provision is made, as far as possible, to exempt

employees with disabilities from rotational transfer policy or to extend preferential posting to

employees with disabilities at the time of transfer/promotion". Despite this provision, he has been

transferred at different places without considering his disability. His first transfer happened in

Silli Branch which was 70 km far from Ranchi for 03 years (12.07.2017 to 10.02.2020). His

second transfer was for about 20 days in Khunti Branch, Ranchi Region which is 40 km from

Ranchi. His third transfer was in Tamar branch, Ranchi Region which is again 60 km far from his

place. The complainant is working at Tamar Branch smce 02.03.2020.

3. On 4 July 2022, he got a new transfer letter regarding his transfer to Silli Branch. The

complainant is mentally disturbed with this letter as it is 70 km far from Ranchi and his family is

based in Ranchi. The complainant further submitted that on 15" July he received another transfer

letter dated 15.07.2022, regarding his transfer to Kumnaradungi branch which is approximately
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200 km from Ranchi. He has earlier raised this issue before the higher officials at Ranchi but

nobody has taken any action on this. As per him despite receiving inhuman treatment at workplace

he had fulfilled at the targets on time. Due to this he is disturbed and frustrated. He has requested

for stable posting in Ranchi City so that he can perform his professional duties well along with

managing his family responsibilities.

4. The matter was taken up with the Respondent vide letter dated 12.08.2022 under Section

75 of the RPwD Act, 2016.

5. The respondent vide email dated 24.08.2022 has filed its reply. The respondent has informed

that the transfer order of Shri Surya Prakash Singh to Kumardungi Branch dated 15.07.2022 has

been cancelled by the Competent Authority vide letter dated 20.07.2022.

6. The complainant vide email dated 12.09.2022 has submitted that though his transfer order

has been cancelled and he received the cancellation letter after his complaint. He has further

submitted that his request was to provide him a stable posting at Ranchi as the Tamar Branch is

60 kms away from his homeplace in Ranchi. His daughter is suffering from a rare

neurodegenerative genetic disorder. Due to this Autism like symptom is started to be seen in his

03 years old child. As per Doctor's prescription she needs regular speech therapy and other

treatments which is continued in Ranchi.

7. Hearing: The case heard via Video Conferencing by ChiefCommissioner for Persons with

Disabilities on 13.10.2022. The following were present:

i) Shri Surya Prakash Singh: Complainant

ii) Shri Ambrish Kumar Singh, DGM (HR), Union Bank of India: Respondent

Observations /Recommendations:

8. The complainant submits that he joined as rural departmental officer in 2014 and alleges

that he is frequently transferred. As per complainant's claim his first transfer happened in Silli

Branch which was 70 kms away from Ranchi. He remained posted in Silli Branch for 2.5 years

and then on 10.02.2020, he was transferred to Khunti Branch Ranchi Circle. Thereafter, he was

again transferred to Tamar Branch within 20 days only. Then on 04.07.2022 he was again

transferred Lo Silli Branch. Then after 10 days he was again transferred to Kumardungi branch by

order dated 15.07.2022. Complainant submits that he is Divyangjan and in addition to that his

daughter is also Divyangjan with autism. His daughter needs therapy sessions on regular intervals

and other treatments which can be continued in Ranchi city only. He prays before this Court for

transfer to Ranchi city only.

9. Respondent submitted that complainant's transfer to Kumardungi Branch by order dated

15.07.2022 station was later cancelled and he has now been posted to Tamar Branch. During online

hearing complainant confirmed that he has now been posted to Tamar Branch. Respondent also

submitted that complainant's request for posting in Ranchi and reason behind it was not known to

the respondent. Furthermore the explanation has been sought from the officer who transferred the

complainant to Kumardungi Branch.

2



I 0. This Court appreciates the reply of the respondent. For future reference and for other

similarly placed Divyangjan it is important to mention DoPT OM No. 42011/3/2014 dated

06.06.20 I 4. This is OM relating to posting of government employee who is care giver of divyang

child. Considering the challenges which are faced by care giver of divyang child, this OM provides

that such employee may be exempted from routine transfer, rotational transfer. In case of such

employees who are care giver of divyang child it is also important to post them at such location

where appropriate and adequate medical attention can be given to divyang child. Hence, this Court

recommends that the complainant shall be retained at Tamar Branch which is situated in Ranchi

so that he can take adequate care of himself and his divyang daughter and can perform his

professional duties.

11. This case is disposed off.

(UPMA SRIVASTAVA)
Chief Commissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 09.12.2022
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COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

~&Ji,1Gf1 fl~lf4-acpxO'f~/Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
nm1fGras ura 3th 37f@eras1fa +in1ea/ Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

ld val/Government of India

Case No: 13376/1023/2022

Complainant: Shi Sapan Kumar f/a
E-mail: <sapankumar.2011@gm7ail.com>
Mob: 8765860548

Respondent: The Secretary
Defence Production Department
Ministry of Defence
Room No. 136, South Block, New Delhi - 110011
Email: <sdpns@nic.in> <gbdisc.doo@ord.gov.in>
Tel: 033 -- 22430472

Complainant: 50% locomotor disability

GIST of the Complaint:

K313

Complainant Shri Sapan Kumar vide complaint dated 19.07.2022 has submitted that

he has been facing problems for the last three years, when Sri MK Garg has come as Sr.

General Manager in Ordnance Factory Kanpur. GM imposes many inquiries against him

without having any solid evidence against his integrity and work. Since he had made a

complaint in CPGRAM that he needs a sitting Job because he has been working as Hos of

the Fire brigade Effluent Treatment Plant, Water Supply and Building Maintenance of the

entire Factory as well as DSC Line Quarters. Result of his complaint was that he has been

relieved from the Fire brigade and ETP but the water supply section comes as an essential

service. So he gave full concentration in water supply break downs and their maintenance.

He further submitted that he has been nominated as work in charge of various civil works for

various locations but Sri M.K.Garg imposed inquiries against him as he was very well aware

of his condition from his last tenure and inquiries set up on those works where he did not

pay or initiated a single coin. Since he was not guilty he did not bother and faced inquiries

and in all inquiries he was given clean chit. But from March 1, Sri M.K Garg has been

officiating as Director General in erstwhile OFB. His one C of I was finalised from Aug

2021 and his Ex GM Sri AN Srivastava gave his positive remarks in his case even that was

pending from Vigilance Section now come GB section. He is afraid that due to his personal

ego being hurt Sri MK Garg will once again be in the worst situation in his life.

8\ mjfra, van{qr3) araa, aie ro. 2, aae-+o, a, r{ ff- +1oozs, q+ms 01120892364, 2089227s
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2. He further submitted that his MACP was pending from last May 2020 and he did only

request but when nothing was made correct he again did complaint in CPGRAM but when

the file moved under the pressure of complaint Sri MK Garg returned back his file without
any comments.

3. The matter was taken up with the Respondent vide letter dated 08.08.2022 under
Section 75 of the RPwD Act, 2016.

4. In response, Dy. Director General, Directorate of Ordnance (C & S), Department of

Defence Production, Kolkata vide letter dated 09.09.2022 has inter-alia submitted that the

complaint does not deserve to be entertained by CCPD Court for the following reasons:

a) The complainant has not exhausted the departmental remedies available against

imposition of penalty if he had any genuine grievance.

b) That the complainant has not brought out a single fact or evidence that the

disciplinary proceedings were initiated against him since he was a person with
physical disability.

c) That the penalty on the complainant was imposed purely for gross misconduct

committed by him. There was no nexus of disciplinary proceedings with his physical
limitations whatsoever.

d) That the complainant did never raise the matter of alleged discrimination before the

CCPD Court at any stage of the disciplinary proceedings. He raised this false claim

against Shri Mukul Kr. Garg, the Disciplinary Authority, only after imposition of

penalty when he was found guilty of gross misconduct.

e) That the complainant was never discriminated against on account of his physical
disability.

5. He further submitted that the allegations put forth by the complainant in the instant

complaint are utterly unfounded and baseless in as much as he has mostly worked in

sections involving extensive physical activity such as Maintenance of Buildings (Estate),

Building Maintenance (Factory) and water supply during which he did not make any

complaint regarding physical difficulties faced by him. On the contrary, when he was posted

to a relatively stationary job in Fire Brigade section, he had raised CPGRAM complaint

which was 'resolved' once posted back to Building Maintenance (Factory). The instant

complaint has been raised against Shri Mukul K. Garg only after imposition of penalty on the



complainant by him in his capacity as the Disciplinary Authority after following due process"

It is seen from the records that the complainant has also been involved in several other

serious cases of misconduct. The instant case is not an isolated or one-off case. The instant

complaint is a clear attempt to ward off the penalty taking undue advantage of being

physically handicapped. He has also not exhausted the departmental remedies available

against imposition of penalty if he had any genuine grievance. The applicant has not been

able to bring any evidence in support of the allegations put forth in the subject complaint. He
has stated in the complaint "k grt fa n) za ara a qqri grt grrzr

Tall+rd mu a fut zu vi # fag va ssis dt nut' is based on whimsical

assumptions which are purely the fruit of the complainant's own imagination and have no
foundational basis whatsoever.

6. After considering the respondent's reply dated 09.09.2022 and the complainant's

letter dated 28.10.2022, it was decided to hold a personal hearing in the matter and

therefore, the case was listed for personal hearing on 22.11.2022

Hearing: The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Chief Commissioner for Persons

with Disabilities on 22.11.2022. The following were present in the hearing:

• Shri Sapan Kumar -- Complainant

• Shri Tanzil Wangyal on behalf of respondent

Observation/Recommendations:

7. Complainant is against Sri MK Garg, Sr. General Manager in Ordnance Factory

Kanpur. Complainant submits that GM initiates many inquiries against him without having

any solid evidence against his integrity and work. Complainant claims that his performance

in various departments is extra ordinary but still many inquiries are conducted against him

by the GM and in all these inquiries he was given clean chit.

8. He further submitted that his MACP was pending from last May 2020 but the same

has not been paid to him even after making several requests.

9. Respondent submits that the complainant has not brought out a single fact or

evidence that the disciplinary proceedings were initiated against him since he was a person

with physical disability. The penalty on the complainant was imposed purely for gross

misconduct committed by him. There was no nexus of disciplinary proceedings with his



physical limitations whatsoever. Respondent further submits that the Complainant never

raised issue related to unsuitable work. The instant complaint has been raised against Shri

Mukul K. Garg only after imposition of penalty on the complainant by him in his capacity as

the Disciplinary Authority after following due process.It is seen from the records that the

complainant has also been involved in several other serious cases of misconduct. The

instant case is not an isolated or one-off case.

10. During online hearing, Complainant himself submitted that he cannot prove that the

enquiries are initiated because of his disability. Moreover, this Court was apprised during

online hearing that Sri. M.K. Garg, against whom the Complaint was specifically filed has

already superannuated. Further, Respondent submitted that the Complainant was

downgraded because there were charges of giving undue advantage to the contractor.

While inquiry was initiated, due process was followed and the Complainant was given full

opportunity to defend the charges. The complainant also raised the issue of non-suitability

of the functions he was performing.

11. During the hearing the Respondent submitted that because erstwhile Ordnance

Factory has now been divided into 7 DPSUs hence this issue can be raised by the

Complainant before the concerned DPSU where the Complainant is posted.

12. As far as issue of inquiry and subsequent penalty is concerned, this Court concludes

that the Complainant has not established any connection between the inquiry conducted

and his disability. Hence, further intervention of this Court on this issue is not warranted.

13. On the issue of suitability of work and MACP, this Court concludes that the

Complainant must first approach the concerned DPSU where he is posted, for resolution of

these issues. If the issues are not resolved by the concerned DPSU, the Complainant is at

liberty to approach this Court again. At this stage, further intervention of this Court is not
warranted.

14. The case is disposed off.

Dated: 13.12.2022

...=di
(Upma Srivastava)

Chief Commissioner for

Persons with Disabilities
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COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

Reaaniaa qgfhuaur fqart / Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
alfra ma 3it 3rfafa iazu/Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

Case No: 13396/1021/2022 1fffii~/Government of India

Complainant: Shri Krishnakant Prasad
E-3/210, Bharat City
Tila More, Nistauli Village K36393Ghaziabad,_Uttar Pradesh - 201003
E-mail: <krishnakant.prasad@nic.in>
Mob: 8826847081

Respondent: The Secretary
Department of Personnel & Training R
Ministry of Personnel, PG & Pensions-VS3?/
North Block, New Delhi
E-mail: <diradmin@nic.in>
Tel: 011- 23094579

The Chairman
Union Public Service Commission
Dholpur House, Shahjahan Road K32
New Delhi-- 110001
E-mail: <secyoffice-upsc@gov.in>
Tel: 011-23383802

Complainant: 45% locomotor disability

GIST of the Complaint:

Complainant Shri Krishnakant Prasad vide complaint dated 20.07.2022 has

submitted that he has been appointed to the post of Assistant (now Assistant Section

Officer) (Group 'B' Non-Gazetted) w.e.f. 07.07.2008 in Central Secretariat Service

under disability quota through the Combined Graduate Level Examination, 2005 conducted

by Staff Selection Commission. As per him he became eligible for promotion to the post of

Section Officer (Group '' Gazetted) for the year 2012 through Departmental Examination.

Accordingly, he appeared in the Departmental Competitive Examination for the Post of

Section Officer in Central Secretariat Service through the SO/Steno Limited Departmental

Competitive Examination 2012 & 2013. He was declared disqualified in the written

Examination, as cut-off in the written Examination of said period was 150 marks for General

Candidates, 100 marks for SC candidates and 75 marks for ST candidates. He alleged that

in the said Examination, the reservation for Physically Disabled candidates was not granted

for Category-I (Section Officer) due to non maintenance of the Reservation Roster for
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Disabled Employees and non-extension of benefit of reservation in promotion for disabled

persons. He further submitted that in the absence of 3% reservation in promotion to

PwBDs, there has been stagnation in post of Section Officers in Select List Year (SLY) 2012

onward against Examination as well as Seniority Quota. So, a number of employees of

General Category have been promoted even over the PwBDs vacancies, which is not fair

and reasonable as per the PwBD Act, 1995; as per judgments of Hon'ble Supreme Court

and also as per Article 14 and 16 of the Constitution of India.

2. He has requested to direct the DoPT to extend the benefit of reservation in

promotion in case of the undersigned under the Disabilities (Equal Opportunities and

Protection of Rights and Full Participation) Act 1995, as per the judgments of Hon'ble

Supreme Court in case of Union of India v/s National Federation of the Blind (2013) &

Rajeev Kumar Gupta v/s Union of India (2016) and consider his case for departmental exam

held for the vacancy year 2012 & 2013,

3. The matter was taken up with the Respondent vide letter dated 23.08.2022 under
Section 75 of the RPwD Act, 2016 but despite reminders dated 09.09.2022 & 26.09.2022,
no response has been received.

Observation/Recommendations:

4. RPwD Act, 2016 is not the first legislation for rights of Persons with Disabilities.

Persons with Disabilities (Equal Opportunities and Protection of Rights and Full

Participation) Act, 1995 by virtue of Section 32, provided for 3% reservation of posts.

Hon'ble Supreme Court in of RAJEEV KUMAR GUPTA & ORS. v. UNION OF INDIA

reported in (2016) 13 SCC 153held that ones the post is identified, it must be reserved for

PwD irrespective of the mode of recruitment. Therefore, Hon'ble Supreme Court extended

the benefit of reservation in promotion to persons with disabilities, even though there was no

such specific provision.

5. The judgment was delivered in year 2016 and the judgment was related to 1995

Act. New legislation was passed by Hon'ble legislature of the country in year 2016, RIGHTS

OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES ACT, 2016, which came into effect on 19.04.2017. This

Act of 2016 has specific provision for reservation in promotion for persons with disabilities

(Section 34). It also contains other provisions which grant more rights to Persons with

Disabilities. This legislation also contains certain provisions which determine duties of

appropriate government establishments towards Persons with Disabilities. Perusal of both



•

1995 Act and 2016 Act does not in any way reflects that legislature, by introducing 2016

legislation, intended to diminish or shrink the rights of Persons with Disabilities. Similar view

was adopted by Hon'ble High Court of Uttarakhand, whereby court held that judgments

rendered in the light of provisions contained in Act no. 1of 1995 still hold good under the

new Act (2016 Act).

6. This court has receives similar complaints regularly. Order have been passed by this

court in the similar complaints titled as B. UMA PRASAD v. CEO Employees Provident

Fund Organisation_ 11133/1021/2019; CG SATHYAN y_ DIRECTOR AIIMS

12376/1021/2020; SRI RAJESH v. DIRECTOR AIIMS, 12592/1021/2020; RAHUL KUMAR

UPADHYAY v. NATIONAL BOARD OF EDUCATION, 12349/1011/2020; MANMOHAN

BAJPAI v. KHADI & VILLAGE INDUSTRIES COMMISSION, 12485/1011/2020 in which

legal position on the issue was delineated. Copy of the Orders are attached herewith.

7. However, in the present complaint, facts disclosed are those which happened in

2012. This Court concludes that recommendation on facts which happened in 2012 will

cause undue disturbance in the functioning organization of the respondent establishment.

Hence, because of inordinate delay in filing this complaint, this Court refrains from giving

any recommendations.

8. The case is disposed off.

(Upma Srivastava)
ef Commissioner for

Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 13.12.2022
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COURTOF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

florin,Ga agfqraur f@a/ Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
aTfkras =ma 3jhfa7fa in/Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

1Tffif~/Government of India

Case No. 13344/1011/2022

Complainant:

Shri Anjani Lal Prajapati,
S/o Sbri Jagjivan Prasad, KS6to?
Ro Bada Barwarda, Viraj Khand-2.
Gomti Nagar-226010, District - Lucknow(UP)
Email: ravneet9696@gmail.com

Respondent:

(I) Director General,
Sports Authority of lndia,
Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium, Lodhi Road,
New Delhi-1 l 0003;
Email: dg-saiv@gov.in:
Phone: 011-24372720/24362722

K310 9

(2) Deputy Director (Personnel),
Sports Authority of India, KG1lo
Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium,
Lodhi Road. New Delhi- I I 0003

Affected Person: The complainant, a person with 70% Locomotor Disability (Both
Lower Limbs)

1. Gist of Complaint:

1.1 The complainant filed a complaint dated 06.06.2022 submitting that Sports
Authority of India notified 22 posts of Assistant Director vide recruitment
advertisement no. F. SAI/Pers/1889/2021 dated 02.06.2022. He further submitted
that the respondent as per Section 34 of the RPwD Act, 2016 has reserved the
vacancies for VI and HI category considering them suitable for the said post . The
complainant submitted that though the post is identified for Locomotor Disability but
the reservation has not been provided to Locomotor Disability.

1.2 The complainant also submitted that last year. 20 number of posts were filled
up only with the persons with Blind, Low Vision, Deaf and Hard of Hearing by the
respondent vide Advert.isement No.SAI/Pers/1889/2021 dated 17.09.2021. The
persons with Locomotor Disabilities and the persons with disabilities under
categories (d) and (e) were ignored whereas the post is identified for the persons with
Locomotor Disabilities and the persons with disabilities. under categories (d) and (e)
as per Section 34(c) the RPwD Act. 2016.

~(Page I of4)
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Case No.13344/1011/2022

( 2 )

1.3 The complainant has requested to get the post of Assistant Director re-
advertised in terms of Section 34 of the RPwD Act. 2016.

2. Submissions made by the Respondent:

2.1 The respondent filed their reply dated 10.08.2022 and submitted that SAI had
implemented the reservation for PwBD granted under he RPwD Act, 2016 for the
first time for the post of Assistant Director vide Advertisement
F.No.SAI/Pers/1889/2021 dated 17.09.2021. As per the requirements, two
candidates were selected to the post of Assistant Director under PwBD categories (a)
i.e. Blindness and Low Vision; and (b) i.e. Deaf and Hard of Hearing. Thereafter, an
advertisement dated 02.06.2022 was issued by SAI, wherein 02 posts were reserved
for PwBD category on presuming that the existing PwBD candidates would submit
their resignation as they were selected in final merit list of UPSC Civil Service
Examination. 2021. Since the existing PwBD candidates did not submit their
resignation, no vacancy arose under PwBD category. Hence, the vacancies
advertised for PwBD advertisement dated 02.06.2022 was withdrawn.

2.2 The respondent further submitted that as and when the vacancy arises in the
PwBD category due to the resignation of the existing PwBD candidates, the posts
would be filled by giving equal opportunity to other categories mentioned in Section
34 of the RPwD Act, 2016.

3. Submissions made in Rejoinder:

The complainant filed his rejoinder dated 22.08.2022 and refuted the reply
filed by the respondent being in consistent and misleading. He reiterated his
complaint and added that SAI is a Government Organization established in 1982 and
is well aware of the provisions of Section 34 of RPwD Act, 2016. The complainant
further alleged that SAI deliberately did not reserve the post for the categories (c), (d)
and (e).

4. Hearing: The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Commissioner for
Persons with Disabilities on 13.10.2022. The following persons were present during
the hearing:

( 1) Shri Ravinder, representative for the complainant

(2) Shri Danda Pani, Dy. Director (R) for the Respondent No. l

5. Observations &Recommendations:

5 .1 The complainant submitted that the Respondent notified two posts of
Assistant Director vide recruitment advertisement <laced 02.06.2022. Allegation of
the complainant is that the post of Assistant Director is identified for Divyangjan

(Page 2 of 4)



Case No.13344/1011/2022

( 3 )

with locomotor disability. However, vacancies were not reserved for Locomotor
Divyangjan. The recruitment for the same posts was also conducted in 2021. In that
recruitment process too, divyang candidates were appointed who belonged to 'low
vision' category and 'deaf & hearing impairment" category. Complainant alleged that
since last year Divyangjan with blindness and 'hard of hearing' categories were
appointed hence in this year vacancy should have teen reserved for locomotor
disability category.

5.2 Respondent submitted that reservation for Divyangjan for the post of
Assistant Director was implemented for the first time in 2021. Respondent admitted
the fact that in 2021 recruitment process two Divyangjan were appointed who
belonged to 'low vision' category and 'hearing impairment' category
respectively. Respondent claimed that decision to reserve vacancies for digvyangjan
and thereafter appointment of Divyangjan of 'low vision' and 'hearing impairment'
category was taken in accordance with reservation roaster prepared by the respondent
establishment. Respondent also personally presented before the Court a copy of
reservation roaster to support his claims. Further. respondent submitted that in 2022.
two vacancies were notified for the post of Assistant Director in anticipation that the
two appointed candidates of 'low vision' and 'hearing impairment' respectively
would submit their resignation as they were selected in the final merit list of UPSC
Civil Service Examination. 2021. However, the two appointed employees did not
resign and hence recruitment process was cancelled.

5 .3 The cause of the complaint is that in recruitment process initiated in 2022, the
respondent wrongly reserved vacancies for Divyangjan with low vision and hearing
impairment. Since, the respondent has now cancelled the recruitment process.
therefore. no issue remains to be adjudicated by this Court, However, for future
reference the attention of the respondent is invited to Section 34 of Rights of Persons
with Disabilities Act, 2016 and DoPT OM dated 15.01.2018. As per these provisions
vacancies for divyagnjan have to be reserved in following order of priority -:

a. Blindness and low vision:

b. Deaf and hard of hearing;

c. Locomotor disability;

d. Autism intellectual disability, specific learning disability and mental illness;

e. Multiple disability from amongst person under clause (a) to (d) including
deaf-blindness in the posts identified for each disabilities.

5.4 As per the provisions. if the vacancies have been reserved for
categories(a)&(b) then in next recruitment process vacancies have to be reserved for
category (c) and onwards, irrespective of the fact that Divyangjan who were
appointed in previous recruitment cycle have resigned from other posts. This Court

(Page 3 of 4)
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Case No.13344/1011/2022

(4)

recommends that in future whenever vacancies will arise in respondent
establishment, reservation shall be extended as per RPwD Act 2016 and DoPT OM
dated 15.01.2018.

5.5 Respondent is directed to submit the Compliance Report of this Order within
3 months from the date of this Order. In case the Respondent fails to submit the
Compliance Report within 3 months from the date of the Order, it shall be presumed
that the Respondent has not complied with the- Order and the issue will be reported to
the Parliament in accordance with Section 78 of Rights of Persons with Disabilities
Act, 2016.

5.6 Accordingly the case is disposed off.

Dated: 14.12.2022
(Upma Srivastava)
Chief Commissioner

for Persons with Disabilities

(Page 4 of 4)
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COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

~&!i'IGi-i ft~lf4:aif>xu1 ~/Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
ftliillti if> ~ 3ITT~~/Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

1fffiJ flxcf>lx/ Government of India
Case No: 13331/1022/2022

Complainant:

Shri Santosh Kumar Mishra
101, E- Block, Shayam Nagar, R361o J
Kanpur-208013
Email: santoshmishral 967@gmail.com

Versus

Respondent

The General Manager
Central Bank of India
Chandramukhi Building
Nariman Point, Mumbai -400021
Maharashtha
Contact No: 022-66387777
Email: umhrd@centralbank.co.in

GIST OF COMPLAINT
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2. The matter was taken up with the Respondent vide letter dated I 1.07.2022 under Section 75 of the
RPwD Act, 2016.

3. In response, Chief Manager, Central Bank of India, vide his email dated 03.08.2022, has attached

the copy of reply dated 29.07.2022. The respondent has submitted that the complainant was posted as

clerical staff at bank's branch office Gandhigram, District Kanpur, under the administrative jurisdiction of

Regional Office Kanpur, w.e.f. 10.03.2017. The complainant has completed 5 years in the same branch

and has now been transferred to Ruma branch under periodical rotational transfer policy 09.05.2022. Both

the branches are in Kanpur city within 07 km distance (approx) of each other. The complainant has been
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transferred within the station, there is no violation of the government guidelines/transfer norms vis-a-vis

PH employees.

4. The complainant has submitted his rejoinder vide email letter dated 26.08.2022 and stated that he

is not satisfied with the reply submitted by the respondent.

5. Hearing: The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Commissioner for Persons with

Disabilities on 20.09.2022. The following were present:

i) Shri Santosh Kumar Mishra: Complainant

ii) Shri Ajeet Singh, DGM, Zonal Office, Lucknow, Central Bank of India: Respondent

Observations /Recommendations:

6. Complainant submitted that he was posted in Gandhi Gram Branch of Kanpur District. By order

dated 08.05.2022 he was transferred to Ruma Branch. On the very next day he was relieved and was

forced to join in Ruma branch. He submitted that this is routine transfer and he must be retained at Gandhi

Gram Branch.

7. Respondent submitted that the complainant was posted in Gandhi Gram Branch for 5 continuous

years. Later, he was transferred to Ruma Branch which is only 7 K.Ms. away from Gandhi Gram Branch

and it is situated within Kanpur city. Respondent submitted that fact of complainant's disability was taken

into consideration and hence he was not transferred out of Kanpur city. Therefore, the complaint is not

genuine.

8. During online hearing, this Court inquired about the distance of Complainant's home from Gandhi

Gram branch (previous posting) and Ruma branch (new posting). Respondent. informed that Gandhi

Gram branch is situated at 5 K.Ms. away from his home and Ruma branch is situated 7K.Ms. away from

his home.

9. Complainant cannot be expected to remain posted in the same place forever. Respondent

submitted that at the time of transfer Complainant's disability was taken into consideration. Complainant

was transferred to place of his choice and was not transferred outside Kanpur, where his home is situated.

10. This Court concludes that the Complainant has not disclosed any ground of discrimination on the

basis of disability. Intervention of this Court in the present Complaint is not warranted.

11. This case is disposed off

'PA SRIVASTAVA)
[Chief Commissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 14.12.2022
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COURTOF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

[4ainarr vfqau fqa/Department of Empowerment of Personswith Disabilities (Divyangjan)
am1fGra ma 3th 3pf@afa 1iaa / Ministry of Socia l Justice and Empowerment

~"ffiq;R/Government of India

Case No. 13154/1141/2022

Complainant:
Shri Suhas V. Karnik.
Honorary Secretary,
National Association for the Blind,
11, Khan Abdul Gaffar Khan Road,
Worli Sea Face. Worli. Mumbai. Maharashtra 400030
Email: suhaskarnik56(a),gmail.corn

Respondent:
( 1 ) Secretary,

Telephone Regulatory Authority ofindia [TRAI],
Mahanagar Doorsanchar Bha\-van,
Jawahar Lal Nehru Marg (Old Minto Road)
New Delh-110002; Email: secretarv(iDtrai.gov .in.

( 2) The Secretary,
Department of Telecommunications,
Ministry of Communications.
Room No.210, Sanchar Bhawan 20. Ashoka Road,
New Delhi-110001; Email: secy-dot@nic.in

Affected Persons:

-

-

(1)

(2)

1.

I.I

Shri Shivam Bhausaheb Patil, a person with 100% Blindness, R/oVijay
Garden Road, Near Sadguru Garden Road, Dilip Manera Chaw!. Kavesar (3610,
Waghbil. At Post Kasar Vadavli, Ghodbandar Road. Thane (West) 400615:
Email ID: patilshivambbausaheb({{gmail.com~ and

Shri Mangesh Shantaram Gaykar, a person with 100% Blindness, R/o R3'R.No.C/8, Om Sai Colony, Ganesh Nagar, Opp. Ideal, College. Kalyan (East). 6/)
Thane-421301: Email ID: mangeshssgaykar@gmail.com

Gist of Complaint:

The complainant filed a complaint dated 03.03.2022 regarding difficulties
being faced by persons with visual impairments in acquiring Mobile Sim Card for
verification and identification in the Gallery of a Mobile Company. They are
scanning eyes to confirm the identity of the person. In case of a totally visually
impaired person, this process is not feasible as in many cases the Eye Balls are
missing. with the result the visually impaired persons are not getting the Sim Card.

1.2 The complainant prayed to modify the rules and take finger print as a
verification feature in the case of totally visually impaired persons.k(Contd ... Page-2)
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Case No.13154/1141/2022

( 2 )

2. Submissions made by the Respondent:

The respondent filed their reply dated 18.04.2022 and inter-alia submitted that
all telecom service providers are governed by License Agreements issued by the
Licensor i.e. Department of Telecommunications (DoT). As such, instructions
relating to verification of telecom subscribers are issued by DoT and implemented by
its Field Units. TRAI has no role in the matter.

3. Submissions made in Rejoinder:

No rejoinder received from the complainant to the reply filed by TRAI.

Natrajan, Advocate for

Shri Mangesh Gaykar for complainant

Shri Ahmed Patil with Shri Arjut
the respondent

2)

4. Hearing:
4.1 The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Commissioner for Persons
with Disabilities on 21.07.2022. The following persons were present during the
hearing:

(l)

4.2 During online hearing, Respondent informed this Court that the subject matter
of the Complaint is related to verification of Sim Card purchaser. The Competent
authority to issue guidelines on this matter is Department of Telecommunication
(DoT) hence it must be made the party in the Complaint. Complainant agreed to the
same.

4.3 A Notice dated 17.08.2022 along with a copy of the Record ofProceedings for
the hearing held on 21.07.2022 was issued to the Secretary, Department of
Telecommunications, Ministry of Communications (Respondent No.2) for filing
reply within 30 days in this matter.

4.4 Since no reply was received from the Respondent No.2, the parties were
summoned for online hearing on 13.10.2022 through Video Conferencing. The
following persons were present during the hearing:

(1) Shri Suhash V. Karnik, Hony. Secretary, National Association for the
Blinds.

(2) Shri Arjun Natrajan; and Ms. Kamana Pradhan, Advocates on behalf of
Respondent No. 1 (TRAI).

(3) Shri Mukul Kumar Gupta for the Respondent No.2 (DoT/MoC)

5. Observations & Recommendations:

5.1 Complaint is filed by an NGO which is working for the welfare ofDivyangjan
with 'Visual Impairment'. Complainant submitted that 100% visual impairment
Divyangjan cannot purchase telephone Sim Card from the market because at the time
of verification and identification through scanning of eyes is done, this process
cannot be completed being 100% visual impairment.

(Contd ... Page-3)



Case No.13154/1141/2022

( 3 )

5 .2 Respondent No. I TRAI submitted that in 2017 a consultation paper on
accessibility of information and communication technology for Divyangjan was
issued by the respondent. Thereafter. in 2018 respondeat also issued recommendation
on making information and communication technology accessible for Divyangjan.
Respondent further submitted that issue relating to verification of telephones Sim
Card purchase is related to the Department of Telecommunication, Ministry of
Communication, Government of India because telephone Sim Card purchase is dealt
by that department. Thereafter Department of Telecommunication was imp leaded as
one of the parties in this case.

5.3 During online hearing. Respondent No.2, Department of Telecommunication
submitted that as per Telegraph Act, 1885 sufficient verification of Sim Card
purchaser has to be ensured by point of sale as per rules made by Department of
Telecommunication. Digital KYC is only an option ams·ng many other options and it
is not mandatory. If the purchaser of the Sim Card is present physically at the point
of sale, then scanning of eyes is not done, instead only photograph of such person is
taken. Hence, Department of Telecommunication submitted that the process is not
discriminatory with Divyangjan with visual impairment.

5.4 The Complainant countered the claims and submitted that some sellers compel
the divyangjan for scanning of eyes.

5.5 As far as rules of verification of Sim Card purchase are concerned. this Court
concludes that there is no discrimination with Divyangjan with 100% visual
impairment. As far as complainant's claim that some sellers insist for scanning of
eyes is concerned, this Court agrees with the Respondent's submission that complaint
against such seller can be filed before the Nodal Officer authorised by the
Departmental of Telecommunication. Further intervention of this Court in the present
complaint is not required.

Dated: 14.12.2022
(Upma Srivastava)

\! Chief Commissioner
for Persons with Disabilities
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COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)
~~il!G1-1 fliilf<ffi<t>x0 1 ~/Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)

nrtfGras =arr 3?)z 3rf@ea1Ra +iaTa/Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment
Case No: 13452/1024/2022 1TT«l fficfjR/Govemment of India

Complainant: Dr. R.Ra K61
E-mail: <directoresearch@francisxavier.ac.in>
Mob: 09442418917

Respondent: The Member Secretary
All India Council for Technical Education
Head Office, Nelson Mandela Marg
/asant Kuj,_New Delhi - 110070
Tel: 011- 26131577

Complainant: 60% locomotor disability

GIST of the Complaint:

Complainant Dr. R Ravi, Professor and Research Centre Head, Department of

CSE/IT, Francis Xavier Engineering Colege, Tirunelveli vide complaint dated 02.09.2022

has submitted that he had written to Chairman, Vice Chairman and Member Secretary

about the previous year's Award 2021 itself but AICTE did not follow the Central

Government norms for disability reservation atleast this year AICTE must follow the

disability reservation. He has submitted that he applied for the Visvesvaraya Best Teacher

Award, 2021 and the Selection Committee during the interview said that you are good,

afterward his name was not selected. He contacted several times but no person responded

nor picking up the phone. He did not know the reason. But that was the first time he missed
the Award in his life.

2. He further submitted that as per the Government norms as well as Disability Act,

them is a reservation for the professor with disability in the selection of Award. He has

requested the Chief Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities to allot time to him for

expressing the feeling of the Professor with disability. He also informed that though

possessing top qualification, top credentials in all over India in the Disability category but

AICTE not selected him for the Award and not provided any reservation for the person with

disability as well as not followed any UGC Standard guidelines for the selection of the
Awardee.
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3. The matter was taken up with the Respondent vide letter dated 13.09.2022 under

Section 75 of#he RP»D Act, 2016.

4. In response, Director (ATAL), All India Council for Technical Education vide letter

dated 03.10.2022 has submitted that the Dr. R Ravi has initially submitted his application

for AICTE Visvesvaraya Best Teacher Award (VBTA) 2021. A Committee of six

distinguished academicians was constituted to evaluate received applications for 'AICTE

VBTA 2021". The expert committee after evaluating his academic credentials shortlisted him

at Phase-1 and asked him to submit video/ppt & online in-person interaction. On the basis

of his presentation/interaction, the expert committee did not recommend him for 'AICTE

VBTA 2021 '. In 2022 AICTE Visvesvaraya Best Teacher Award & Dr. Pritam Singh Award

have been clubbed together and renamed as National Technical Teachers Award (NTTA).

The NTTA Portal was launched on 19 July 2022 and integrated with Rashtriya Puraskar

Portal (https://awards.gov.in) with the last date of submission as 16 August 2022. The

ATAL Cell has circulated notification repeatedly to all AICTE approved institutes and faculty

members to generate awareness and ensuring maximum participation of applicants. The

complete process of submission/receiving of application was online through NTTA portal.

Only two applications were received under PwD category. Dr. R Ravi did not apply for the

award on the portal and later on he sent a mail on 26 August 2022 "indicating his

willingness to present himself directly in person in the AICTE office instead of before the

selection committee through online mode for NTTA" It is pertinent to mention here that all

the NTTA applications had to be submitted only through the NTTA portal. An applications

for NTTA have been evaluated by a constituted expert committee and awards have been

conferred on 06 Sept. 2022 to 14 outstanding faculty members including one in

PwD/Divyaang Category.

5. He further submitted that the complainant has submitted his apology letter through e

mail dated 22.09.2022 to AICTE Chairman, Vice-Chairman and Member Secretary

mentioning he is not interested in pursuing his case further. He also sent the same letters to

CCPD. He has requested for disposing of the complaint.



6. The complainant in his rejoinder letter rejoinder dated 20.10.2022 has submitted that

though he has withdrawn the complaint but he requested this Court as well as to AICTE to

include his name in the Awardee list due to his top qualification and top credentials in India

in the Disability category. He also submitted that he applied for the award two days before

the last day of 16th August and continuously uploaded 15 hours without sleep on the 13th

night all credentials in the AICTE web portal. Exactly, on 14th early morning around 7 a.m.

he submitted applications to the AICTE web portal successfully.

Observation/Recommendations:

7. From the perusal of the documents submitted by the parties, this Court concludes

that the complainant has not disclosed any fact relating to violation of rights of Persons with

Disabilities. Hence, intervention of this court in present complaint is not warranted.

8. In view of the above, no further intervention is required in the matter and the case is

closed as withdrawn.

9. The case is accordingly disposed off.
(Upma Srivastava)

ief Commissioner for
P rsons with Disabilities

Dated: 14.12.2022
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Case No: 13359/1024/2022 mm~/Government of 1ndia

Complainant: Dr. D.K. Singh
E-mail: <dksinghkv@gmail.com>

Respondent: The Commissioner
Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan
18, Institutional Area, Shaheed Jeet Singh Marg .,--- (Z 16 1 Si-
New Delhi - 110016
Email: <kvse2section@gmail.com>

Complainant: 40% Parkinson Disability

GIST of the Complaint:

Complainant Dr. D.K. Singh vide complaint dated 04.07.2022 has submitted that he
is working in Kendriya Vidyalaya since 1997 and has been diagnosed with Parkinson's.
Due to his disability, he is not able to discharge his duty as Teacher from Jan 2021. His
salary has been stopped after that, though he is eligible for the same as per Rights of
Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016. He is not able to walk and speak and it is becoming
difficult for him to sustain with dignity.

2. The matter was taken up with the Respondent vide letter dated 15.07.2022 under
Section 75 of the RPwD Act, 2016.
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4. Complainant vide rejoinder dated 03.10.2022 has submitted the following points:

• He has requested to KVS on 15 January 2021, that he will not be able to continue
teaching and need relaxation as per RPWD Act 2016, the above matter is still not
addressed and it's 22 months from then.

o He has exhausted all his leaves, including EL and CL as he needed salary for
survival and all the requests are made on the grounds of parkinson (leave requests),
while they mentioned it as personal reason.

• He has submitted multiple requests for medical leave from December onwards,
which was not addressed by Dr Diwakar Singh, Principal KV BHU (mail and
whatsapp) who is well aware of his conditions.

• Mr. Diwakar Singh has personal grudge against him, which he raised to KVS too, he
has humiliated him many times for his disability.

• Upon several reminders, they haven't responded to any of his queries including the
leave request, salary request and the request for RPWD consideration.

• They have settled a Medical Boarcl in Dec'21, to examine the medical conditions,
whose report is also not provided to him.

• Due to the negligence and stress his conditions degraded further and the disability
raised to 50 percent which is still degrading day by day due to lack of resources for
further treatment and living.

5. After considering the respondent's reply dated 01.09.2022 and the complainant's
rejoinder dated 03.10.2022, it was decided to hold a personal hearing in the matter and
therefore, the case was listed for personal hearing on 15.11.2022

Hearing: The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Chief Commissioner for Persons
with Disabilities on 15.11.2022. The following were present in the hearing:

• Dr. D.K. Singh - Complainant
• Ms. Neelam, Deputy Commissioner (Admn.) on behalf of respondent

Observation/Recommendations:

6. Complainant submits that he is working in Respondent establishment since 1997. He
submits that on 15.02.2021 he was diagnosedwith Parkinson's disease and his condition is
deteriorating. Because of his disability he cannot perform 'teaching' duties. Now the
Respondent establishment has stopped his salary. He submits that he has informed the
Respondent and requested to change his duties but Respondent is not responding. Further



the Complainant submits that the Respondent set up medical board in December 2021 to
examine his condition, however, till date no medical report has been forwarded to him.

7. Respondent has accepted that Complainant's salary has been withheld. Respondent
submits that the Complainant has taken various leaves from 12.01.2021 to 30.11.2021. He
has exhausted all his leaves and only 13 unpaid leaves are available in his account.

8. With heavy heart this Court has to note that Respondent establishment is one of the
few establishments against which the most number of Complaints are received in this Court
and which is least interested in implementing and upholding rights of divyangjan, which is
matter of shame for the administration of the Respondent establishment which has All-India
presence and has been endowed with duty to impart education.

9. The facts of the present Complaint reflect the utter disinterest of the Respondent
establishment towards rights of divyang employee of the Respondent establishment. During
online hearing, Complainant submitted that he informed about his disability by email dated
15.01.2021. Thereafter, the Principal of the school where the Complainant is posted,
forwarded the application to the concerned authorities. Till date the Complainant has not
received any reply from the Respondent.

10. Respondent has violated Section 20(4) of Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act and
also caused harassment of the Complainant. it is wise to start by mentioning the bare
provision 

SECTION 20 - NON-DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT- (4) No
Government establishment shall dispense with or reduce in rank, an
employee who acquires a disability during his or her service:
Provided that, if an employee after acquiring disability is not suitable for the
post he was holding, shall be shifted to some other post with the same pay
scale and service benefits:
Provided further that if it is not possible to adjust the employee against any
post, he may be kept on a supernumerary post until a suitable post is
available or he attains the age of superannuation, whichever is earlier.

11. Subsection 4 of Section 20 is divided into three parts. Part one which is the main
provision protects the employment rights of the employees who acquire disability during
service. It protects such employees from termination from service or from reduction in rank.
Second part is proviso of the subsection. It contemplates a situation when the employee
cannot perform the job which he was already performing because of the nature of his
disability. Section provides that in such cases also, the employee cannot be terminated and
he has to be adjusted against another post, functions of which can be performed by the
divyang employee.

12. Third part contemplates such a situation when an employee is precluded from
holding any post in the establishment. The section provides that in such a situation,
employee cannot be terminated from the services. Respondent shall have to adjust such an
employee against supernumerary post.

13. I is indispensable to mention judgment of Hon'ble Supreme Court delivered in Kunal
Singh y Union of India; 2003 [4)_ CC 524 In this case the Hon'ble Supreme Court



reinstated the services of the divyang employee who acquired disability during service and
was considered permanently incapicitated from service. Relevant para of the judgment are
reproduced below 

"Merely because under Rule 38 of CCS Pension Rules, 1972, the appellant
got invalidity pension is no ground to deny the protection, mandatorily made
available to the appellant under Section 47 of the Act. Once it is held that the
appellant has acquired disability during his service and if found not suitable
for the post he was holding, he could be shifted to some other post with same
pay-scale and service benefits; if it was not possible to adjust him against any
post, he could be kept on a supernumerary post until a suitable post was
available or he attains the age of superannuation, whichever is earlier. It
appears no such efforts were made by the respondents. They have
proceeded to hold that he was permanently incapacitated to continue in
service without considering the effect of other provisions of Section 47 of the
Act."

14. Hence, on the basis of above reasoning this Court concludes 

a) Respondent cannot terminate the service of the Complainant, such termination, if
done, such act shall violate Section 20(4) of RPwD Act, 2016;

b) Respondent cannot withhold salary of the Complainant for any period after
15.01.2021, the date on which the Complainant informed the Respondent about
his disability, if done, such act shall violate Section 20(4) of RPwD Act, 2016;

c) After 15.01.2021, Respondent cannot deduct any kind of leaves from the leave
account of the Complainant. Since the Complainant informed the Respondent
about his disability on 15.01.2021, it was the duty of the Respondent to adjust the
Complainant against some post on which the Complainant could perform some
functions or adjust him against supernumerary post. Since the Respondent failed
to take any decision hence, the Complainant has to take leave. Complainant paid
the price of Respondent's inaction. Hence, act of debiting leaves from the
Complainant's leave account after 15.01.2021 violates Section 20(4) of RPwD
Act, 2016.

15. This Court recommends that the Respondent shall restore the salary of the
Complainant and in case if any amount towards salary has been deducted after 15.01.2021,
the same shall be paid to the Complainant. Further this Court recommends that the
Respondent shall adjust the Complainant against some post, functions of which can be
performed by him easily or shall adjust against supernumerary post, as the case may be.
This Court further recommends that the Respondent shall credit all the leaves which were
debited from the Complainant's leave account after 15.01.2021.

16. Considering the vast number of cases against the Respondent establishment and
non-implementation of this Court's recommendations, this Court recommends that the
Respondent shall conduct special training of all the Deputy Commissioners and Joint
Commissioners, whereby the training shall be imparted to all such officers relating to proper
interpretation of Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016.



•

17. Respondent is directed to submit the Compliance Report of this Order within 3
months from the date of this Order. In case the Respondent fails to submit the Compliance
Report within 3 months from the date of the Order, it shall be presumed that the
Respondent has not complied with the Order and the issue will be reported to the
Parliament in accordance with Section 78 of Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016.

18. The case is disposed off.

(Upma Srivastava)
Chief Commissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 14.12.2022
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til'ilfGicf> ~ .afix~~/Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

~ fficpR/Government of India

Case No: 13395/1023/2022

Complainant: Shri Pankaj Kumar Mishra,
Dy. Post Master (Delivery),
Kanpur Head Post Office,
Kanpur - 208001.
Email:<mishrapankaj16@gmaii.com>

Respondent: The Secretary,
Department of Posts,
Oak Bhawan, Sansad Marg,
New Delhi - 110001.

Complainant: 50% locomotor disability

GIST of the Complaint:
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2. The matter was taken up with the Respondent vide letter dated 23.08.2022 under
Section 75 of the RPwD Act, 2016 but despite reminders dated 09.09.2022 & 28.09.2022,
no response has been received. Therefore, hearing scheduled on 22.11.2022

Hearing: The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Chief Commissioner for Persons
with Disabilities on 22.11.2022. The following were present:

• Shri Pankaj Kumar Mishra - Complainant

• Shi Tarun Mittal, ADG; Shri Rameshwa Dayal, Chief Postmaster, Kanpur Circle on

behalf of respondent

Observation/Recommendations:

3. Complainant submits that another employee namely Subhash Mishra, Assistant
Accountant, abused the Complainant verbally. Complainant claims that he reported the
incident to his seniors by letter dated 08.07.2022. However, no action has been taken by the
Respondent. Complainant prays that the Respondent should conduct disciplinary inquiry
against Sri. Subhash Mishra and if found guilty he must be punished.

4. During online hearing, Respondent submitted that the inquiry was conducted into the
alleged incident however, allegations were not confirmed. Complainant submitted that there
was possibility of bias in the inquiry which was conducted because, the officer who
conducted the inquiry and the accused are good friends.

5. This Court inquired if there is any 'Grievance Redressal Officer' of divyangjan in the
Respondent establishment. Respondent informed that Gazetted Officer is already appointed
as 'Grievance Redress al Officer'.

6. Possibility of bias in any proceeding/inquiry is against the basic tenets of natural
justice. There is age old saying that justice should not only be done but must also appears
to be done. Element of biasness corrupts process of justice. Hence, this Court recommends
that the Respondent shall conduct inquiry once again into the alleged incident and this time
the enquiry shall be conducted by Grievance Redressal Officer, appointed under Rights of
Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016. The respondent shall take necessary action on the
basis of inquiry findings.

7. Respondent is directed to submit the Compliance Report of this Order within 3
months from the date of this Order. In case the Respondent fails to submit the Compliance
Report within 3 months from the date of the Order, it shall be presumed that the
Respondent has not complied with the Order and the issue will be reported to the
Parliament in accordance with Section 78 of Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act. 2016.



8. The case is disposed off. .-5-.
(Upma Srivastava)

hief Commissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 14.12.2022
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[quinsra rufhavu f@T/ Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
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Case No: 13419/1024/2022

Complainant: Shri Santosh Kumar
Flat N. 71, Building No. 02
Vijay vatka Co-Operative Society K6}]
Opposite Vijay Garden, Kavesar
Ghodbundar Road, Thane West - 400615
E-mail: <santosh.kumar@sci.co.in>
Mob: 9137451812

Respondent: The Chairman & Managing Director
The Shipping Corporation of India Ltd _ R?36372
Shipping House", 245, Madame Cama Road
Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021
Email: <secy.inb@nic.in>

Complainant: 50% locomotor disability

GIST of the Complaint:

The complainant Shri Santosh Kumar, Manager vide complaint dated nil has
submitted that he had joined the Shipping Corporation of India Ltd on 02.06.2008 as
Assistant Manager at Mumbai Head Office and presently he has been working in fleet
Personnel Department since 05.03.2016 He further submitted that he was hospitalized in
October 2020 and diagnosed to Motor Neuron Degenerative Disease which is very fatal
disease. Presently, he is unable to walk and also unable to move his both hands. Due to
this disease, he is unable to attend office and has requested to provide work from home. He
has also requested Dir-ector (P&A) and the Chairman & Managing Director, Shipping
Corporation of India Ltd for providing work from home but same is· still not sanctioned by
Director (P&A) and CMD. SCI and and left him to struggle without salary.

2. He further submitted that on 21.02.2022 while attending office he fell down near
main office gate while climbing stairs and subsequently admitted to Bombay Hospital for
treatment, since then he is unable to walk and also unable to raise his hand therefore he
has not attended office due to extreme disability caused by motor neuron degenerative
disease. He is not received salary since April 2022 and is struggling with his family to
survive in Mumbai. He has requested to instruct to the respondent to sanction his salary as
per DoP&T guidelines of disability employee acquired during service.

s}j j}a, van?gal aa, aiz o. sh)2, lac-to ra a{ f4cal-110075;I: 011-20892364. 20892275
5" Floor, NISD Building, Plot No.G-2, Sector-10, Dwarka, New Delhi-110075; Tel.: 011-20892364, 20892275

E-mail: ccpd@nic.in ; Website: www.ccdisabilities.nic.in
(qq1 nfqo; j uaar # fag wulau ur{a/#a in srqza frd)
(Please quote the above file/case number in future correspondence}



3. The matter was taken up with the Respondent vide letter dated 31.08.2022 under
Section 75 of the RPwD Act, 2016 followed by Reminder dated 04.10.2022 but till date no

response has been received. Therefore, the case was listed for hearing on 22.11.2022

Hearing: The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Chief Commissioner for Persons

with Disabilities on 22.11.2022. The following were present:

• Shri Santosh Kumar - complainant
• Shri P. Vithal, Chief Manager (Law) on behalf of respondent

Observation/Recommendations:

4. Complainant submits that he had joined the Shipping Corporation of India Ltd on
02.06.2008 as Assistant Manager at Mumbai Head Office and he is working in Personnel
Department since 05.03.2016. He further submitted that he was hospitalized in October
2020 and diagnosed with Motor Neuron Degenerative Disease which is very fatal disease.
Presently, he is unable to walk and also unable to move his both hands. Due to this
disease, he is unable to attend office and has requested to provide work from home. He has
also requested Director (P&A) and the Chairman & Managing Director, Shipping
Corporation of India Ltd for providing work from home but same is still not sanctioned by
Director (P&A) and CMD, SCI and and left him to struggle without salary.

5. Complainant further submits that he has not received salary since April 2022 and is
struggling with his family to survive in Mumbai. He has requested to instruct to the
respondent to sanction his salary as per DoP&T guidelines of disability employee acquired
during service.

6. During online hearing, this Court was apprised by the Respondent that the salary of
the Respondent has now been restored w.e.f. 23.02.2022. All his dues have been paid and
he has been assigned job. The same was confirmed by the Complainant also.

7. This Court expresses satisfaction with the fact that Respondent took proactive steps
in restoring the salary and payment of dues. This Court received similar Complaint in which
the same question arose for consideration of this Court in Complaint titled as Anand Singh
v. Oriental Insurance Company; 13145/1023/2022. The question before this Court was
Whether an employee who has become totally incapacitated is not covered under the
protection of Section 20(4) of Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016.

8. This Court while relying upon judgments of Hon'ble Supreme Court in Kunal Singh v.
Union of India; 2003 (4) SCC 524 andAlembic Chemical Works v Workman; AIR 1961 SC
647, concluded that even if the employee becomes completely incapacitated his services
cannot be terminated because he is protected under Section 20(4) of Rights of Persons with
Disabilities Act, 2016 and hence termination of service of such employee amounts to
violation of Section 20(4) of Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016. In the Complaint,
««ks ?a«(««tar cacamcdod to rootore the service of the affected employee.



9. Copy of the Recommendations given in Complaint titled as Anand Singh v. Oriental
Insurance Company: 13145/1023/2022 is attached along with this Recommendation Order
for reference in future.

10. Respondent is directed to submit the Compliance Report of this Order within 3
months from the date of this Order. In case the Respondent fails to submit the Compliance
Report within 3 months from the date of the Order, it shall be presumed that the
Respondent has not complied with the Order and the issue will be reported-to the
Parliament in accordance with Section 78 of Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016.

,of.rs
11. The Case is disposed off. ?

(Upma Srivastava)
Chief Commissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

Encl: As stated above

Dated: 14.12.2022
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Case No: 13145/1023/2022

Complainant: Shrt Anand Singh 1032$1
A5, Type 5, Tower 18
NBCC Colony, East Kidwai Nagar
New Delhi - 110023
Email: <alok.singh@orientalinsura·nce.co.in>

Respondent: The Chairman & Managing Director ...-------1,lJ 2,s"\f~
The Oriental Insurance Company Ltd
Oriental House", A-25/27, Asaf Ali Road
New Delhi -- 110002
Email: <anjan.dey@orientalinsurance.co.in>

Complainant: Shri Alok Kumar Singh, 100% Chronic Neurological Conditions

GIST of the Complaint:

Complainant vide complaint dated 21.02.2022 submitted that his elder brother Shri

Alok Kumar Singh is working in the Oriental Insurance Company as Chief Manager and he

was diagnosed with a very rare neurological degenerative disease - Amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis (ALS) in April 2020. The disease is progressive, meaning the symptoms get worse

over time and there is no cure for ALS. Therefore, he is unable to attend his office for almost

a year and his Company has put him on Leave Without Pay starting December 2021. He

has requested to (a) continuity in service in the same grade along with same service

conditions and benefits associated with the grade (b) Continue with the same pay, make

him eligible to receive his annual salary increment and allowances as per the terms of

employment and as being paid to similar employees currently. (c) Continue with the same

residential accommodation as per the entitlement of entitlement of employees of similar

grade (d) Mediclaim cover.

2. The matter was taken up with the Respondent vide letter dated 09.03.2022 under

cc.-T
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Hearing: The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Commissioner for Persons with
Disabilities on 21.04.2022. The following were present:

• Shri Anand Singh & Adv. Chandra Shekhar Yadav
• Sri Anil Saxena DGM along with Sri Vikas Chaddha on behalf of respondent

Observation/Recommendations:

3. Complaint filed on behalf of the employee of the Respondent establishment

(hereinafter referred as 'beneficiary'). Beneficiary is Chief Manager. He submits that in April

2020 he was diagnosed with rare neurological disease calied 'Amyotrophic Lateral

Sclerosis' (ALS). This disease falls under specified disability under head 'muscular

dystrophy'. He is not able to attend office and the Respondent has put him on 'Leave
without Pay' starting since December 2021.

4. Respondent submits that Central government has delegated power to frame leave

rules and other service rules to Board of Companies. In the rules framed by Board of

Companies no relaxation in granting leaves is given to divyang employees. Section 20 lays

down that if employee acquired disability, he cannot be terminated because of his disability.

However, this provision is not applicable in the present case because it only protects

those employees who acquire disability and are able to perform some work. This

provision is not applicable on those employees who are totally incapicitated and
cannot perform any work at all.

5. Further, during online hearing Respondent submitted that General Insurance
Business (Nationalisation} Act, 1972 has an overriding effect over Rights of Persons
with Disabilities Act, 2016.

6. Stand taken by the Respondent mirrors lack of legal clarity and unsympathetic

attitude of the Respondent. Two issues which need consideration of this Court are-:

a) Whether General Insurance Business (Nationalisation) Act, 1972 supersedes
Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016; and

b) Whether an employee who has become totally incapicitated is not covered
under the protection of Section 20(4) of Rights of Persons with Disabilities
Act, 2016.

. ... 3 ...
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7. The issue of conflict of two statutes can be resolved by the applicability of well

accepted maxim generalia specialibus non derogant. This maxim means that, for the

purposes of interpretation of two statutes in apparent conflict, the provisions of a general

statute must yield to those of a special one. Now question arises which is general and which

is special statute in the present case. The case is related to rights of divyangjan. Issues or

grievances related to insurance law are not even remotely connected with the grievances

raised in the present Complaint. Hence, it is clear that when issues related to disability

rights need to be resolved, special statute will be the one which is specifically enacted to

protect and confer disability rights. General Insurance Business (Nationalisation) Act, 1972

is the special statute in the context of 'Insurance Business'. It was not enacted with respect

to disability rights. On the other hand, the Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016 was

enacted by the Indian Parliament to fulfill its commitments under the UN Convention on the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities.

8. Hence, as far as present Complaint is concerned which has issues related to

disability rights only, RPwD Act, 2016 can only be considered as special statute and the

other statute, namely General Insurance Business (Nationalisation) Act, 1972 is considered

as 'general' statute. As per the law, in the present Complaint, general statute shall acceded

to the special provisions hence, RPwD Act, 2016 shall prevail over the General Insurance
Business (Nationalisation) Act, 1972.

9. Coming to the second issue of applicability of Section 20(4) of RPwD Act, 2016, it is
prudent to start by mentioning the bare provision 

SECTION 20 • NON-DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT- (4) No

Government establishment shall dispense with or reduce in rank, an

employee who acquires a disability during his or her service:

Provided that, if an employee after acquiring disability is not suitable for the

post he was holding, shall be shifted to some other post with the same pay
scale and service benefits:

Provided further that if it is not possible to adjust the employee against
any post, he may be kept on a supernumerary post until a suitable post
is available or he attains the age of superannuation, whichever if



#
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10. Subsection 4 of Section 20 is divided into three parts. Part one which is the main

provision protects the employment rights of the employees who acquire disability during

service. It protects such employees from termination from service or from reduction in rank.

Second part is proviso of the subsection. It contemplates a situation when the employee

cannot perform the job which he was already performing because of the nature of his

disability. Section provides that in such cases also, the employee cannot be terminated and

he has to be adjusted against another post, functions of which can be performed by the
divyang employee.

11. Third part is the one which is applicable in the present Complaint. It contemplates

such a situation when an employee is precluded from holding any post in the establishment.

The section provides that in such a situation, employee cannot be terminated from the

services. Respondent shall have to adjust such an employee against supernumerary post.

Respondent's contention that this section is not applicable in cases of those employees who

become totally incapicated is negated by phrase - " ... if it is not possible to adjust the

employee against any post, he may be kept on a supernumerarypost ... ".

12. It is indispensable to mention judgment of Hon'ble Supreme Court delivered in Kunal

Singh v. Union of India; 2003 (4) sec 524. In this case the hon'ble Supreme Court

reinstated the services of the divyang employee who acquired disability during service and

was considered permanently incapicitated from service. Relevant para of the judgment are
reproduced below

"Merely because under Rule 38 of CCS Pension Rules, 1972, the appellant

got invalidity pension is no ground to deny the protection, mandatorily made

available to the appellant under Section 47 of the Act. Once it is held that the

appellant has acquired disability during his service and if found not suitable

for the post he was holding, he could be shifted to some other post with same

pay-scale and service benefits; if it was not possible to adjust him against any

post, he could be kept on a supernumerary post until a suitable post was

available or he attains the age of superannuation, whichever is earlier. It

appears no such efforts were made by the respondents. They have

proceeded to hold that he was permanently incapacitated to continue in

service without considering the effect of other provisions of Section 47 of the

Act.• ~

~---------·--···
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13. The Respondent may also refer to another rule of interpretation of statute, known as

Beneficial Interpretation' for guidance on the issue of interpretation of Rights of Persons

with Disabilities Act, 2016 in the present case as well as in cases which may arise in future.

In the case of Alembic Chemical Works y Workman;_AIR 1961 SC 647, an industrial

tribunal awarded more number of paid leaves to the workers than what Section 79(1) of

Factories Act recommended. This was challenged by the appellant. SC held that the

enactment being welfare legislation for the workers, it had to be beneficially constructed in

the favor of worker and thus, if the words are capable of two meanings, the one that gives
benefit to the workers must be used.

14. Similarly, in judgment of Kuna! Singh (mentioned above), Court held

"In construing a provision of social beneficiai enactment that too dealing with
disabled persons intended to give them equal opportunities, protection of
rights and full participation, the view that advances the object of the Act and
serves its purpose must be preferred to the one which obstructs the object
and paralyses the purpose of the Act"

15. This Court conciudes that the Respondent has violated provisions of Section 20(4) of

Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016. Hence, this Court recommends that the

Respondent shall keep the employee on supernumerary post with all service benefits.

Further, this Court recommends that if salary or any other monetary benefits were deducted

by the Respondent, the same shall also be restored.

16. Respondent is directed to submit the Compliance Report of this Order within 3

months from the date of this Order. In case the Respondent fails to submit the Compliance

Report within 3 months from the date of the Order, it shall be presumed that the

Respondent has not complied with the Order and the issue will be reported to the

Parliament in accordance with Section 78 of Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016.

.-{e.fa
(Upma Srivastava)

Commissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 06.05.2022

17. Case is disposed off.
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COUP[OF CHEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)
Wn Ti@vr Pt/Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Diyangian)
7If +a Ira 3ht 3rf@ranfa +int/Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

1fRa~/Government of India

Case No.13269/1041/2O22

Complainant:

Shri Pankaj Kumar Mehta
D-26 Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya,
Fatehpur Rajasthan. PO Sanour
Dist. Patiala. Pin Code-147103
Email: pan.kajkumarmebta.fbdtq)gmail.com

Respondent:

The Secretary
institute ofCompany Secretary of India. .,
lCSl HOUSE, 22 Institutional Area,
Lodi Road. Nevv Delhi - l I 0003
Email: secretarv@iesi.edu: Phone: 4534 I 003

Affected Person: The complainant. a person with 70% Locomotor Disability

t. Gist of Complaint:

LI The complainant filed a complaint dated 24.05.2022 regarding not providing
extra time in exam conducted by ICSI from O 1.06.2022 to l 0.06.2022. He further
submitted that ICSI is not giving any extra time to PwD students at the time of
Foundation, Executive and Professional Examinations. The complainant also
submitted that there should be some special guidelines for students with disabilities
for minimum passing marks. There should not be 60% marks for exemption of a
paper for a particular module. The minimum passing marks should be 40% or
50%. If a student fail in any paper or module, he/she will not appear again for that
particular papers in which he/she got minimum passing marks.

2. Submissions made by the Respondent:

2.1 The Respondent filed their reply dated O 1.07.2022 and submitted that as per
Point 3.4 of the Guidelines and the Procedure to be followed for Grant of Scribe
and/or Extra Time, every candidate with specified disability whether using scribe or
not shall be entitled to 20 minutes extra time for every hour of examination.
Therefore. it meets the requirement of one hour of extra time for three hour duration
as mentioned in Clause XII of the 'Guidelines for conducting written examination for
Persons with Benchmark Disabilities' issued by the Department ofEmpowerment of
Persons with Disabilities (Divyangian). Ministry of Social Justice and
Empowerment, vide their O.M No. 34-02/2015-DD-III dated 29.08.2018 and the
corrigendum dated 08.02.2019. Hence. the allegation ofthe complainant is denied.

(Pagelof3)
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2.2 With reference to the demand for concession in passing marks or passing
criteria in individual papers or modules, the Company Secretary Regulation., 1982
issued under approval of Central Government, governs the same where there is no
such provision for reducing the passing marks in individual papers or modules as a
whole for PWD students in exams conducted by ICSL

3. Submissions made in Rejoinder:

No rejoinder was filed by the complainant to the reply filed by the respondent.

4. Hearing: The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Commissioner for
Persons with Disabilities on 22.09.2022. The following persons were present during
the hearing:

( 1) Shri Pankaj KumarMehta, the complainant in person.
_,

(2) Dr. Sanjay Pande, Joint Secretary and Shri Gaurav, Dy. Director, for
the respondent.

5. Observations & Recommendations:

5.1 The complaint is related to Company Secretary exam. Complainant submitted
that relaxation in passing marks is not given to divyang candidates. Further, the
facilities of scribe and compensatory time are also not given.

5.2 Respondent submitted that claims of the complainant relating to scribe and
compensatory time are not true. Facility of scribe as well as compensatory time is
provided to divyang candidates. Further. the criteria relating to qualifying marks is
governed by the Company Secretary Regulation, 1982 which was approved with the
consent of the Central Government. lt does not contain any provision relating to
relaxation of marks for PwD candidates.

5.3 Respondent further submitted that Company Secretary Course is a
professional course. To become member of the institute every candidate has to score
minimum qualifying marks. It is not possible to grant any relaxation of qualifying
marks to divyang candidates.

5 .4 On the issue of relaxation in qualifying marks, this Court is satisfied with the
reply filed by the Respondent and this Court is not inclined to intervene in this issue.

5.5 Another issue is related to accessibility in examination. During online hearing
complainant submitted that he came to know from outside source that extra time is
not granted during examination. Respondent refuted the claims of the complainant.
Respondent submitted that information related to fee concession; scribe facility and
extra time are given on its official website and are also available through brochure.
Further. detailed information is also given in FAQs. Even the same information is
given at the time of enrolment.
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5.6 This Court concludes that the reply given by the Respondent is satisfactory.
However, considering the fact that new challenges can arise any time hence, this
Court recommends that the Respondent can conductaccessibility audit of its website
in order to make the website and other platforms user friendly for Divyangjan.

5.7. Respondent is directed to submit the Compliance Report of this Order within
3 months from the date of this Order. In case the Respondent fails to submit the
Compliance Report within 3 months from the date of the Order, it shall be presumed
that the Respondent has not complied with the Order and the issue will be reported to
the Parliament in accordance with Section 78 of Rights of Persons with Disabilities
Act, 2016.

5.8 Accordingly the case is disposed off

Dated: 16.12.2022
(Upma Srivastava)

Chief Commissioner
for Persons with. Disabilities
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